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Abstrat
A Towed Ground Effect Vehicle for Sea Floor Mapping and Fish Survey
Ireland's coastal and marine environments hold significant sand and gravel resources. A 1989 
Geological Survey of Ireland (GSI) Report noted that sand and gravel is a valuable but 
depleting resource. The extraction of sands and gravels from near shore waters can have 
implications for the management of coasts, tourism and the fishing industry. Available 
underwater vehicles are controlled in three dimensions using directional wing and variable 
buoyancy. This study shows that a ballast solution is not suitable to control a close-ground 
towed vehicle able to avoid obstacles. It also shows that a directional wing solution, using the 
angle of attack to create a lift is more realistic than the ballast system. However, this design 
would need to be driven by a close loop control system which induce a high manufacturing, 
maintaining and running cost for the only driving function of the vehicle. None of the existing 
submarine products are using ground effect to fly over the sea bed. The objective is to develop 
a towed underwater vehicle, able to fly at constant distance from the sea bed, cheap to produce, 
maintain and run. This device would optimise the efficiency and cost of continental shelf 
survey. The aim of this study is to establish the feasibility of such a vehicle, and propose a 
conceptual design of a wing able to fly at a constant distance from the sea bed. This work 
present a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis performed on different wing designs, 
the towing tank and wing models build to conduct experimental tests, and a conceptual design 
of the vehicle. In conclusion from the CFD analysis and the experimental tests, the concept of 
ground effect, which has never really been studied for underwater applications, is realistic 
solution to optimise the efficiency and cost of continental shelf survey.
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Introduction
INTRODUCTION
BACK GROUND FOR THE STUDY
Ireland's coastal and marine environments hold significant sand and gravel resources. A 1989 
Geological Survey of Ireland (GSI) Report noted that sand and gravel is a valuable but 
depleting resource. The depletion of, and opposition to the use of, land-based sources is leading 
to an increased pressure to exploit the offshore resource. The extraction of sands and gravels 
from near shore waters can have implications for the management of coasts, for tourism and 
the fishing industry.
Actual ocean surveys are done using several methods. One of them is done by divers, who 
estimate visually the amount and quality of the resources, but this method is limited by the 
underwater human work capability, and so it is not appropriate for large area of prospecting. 
Towed submarine equipped with sonar are also used, this solution is able to process a large 
area due to a towing velocity ranging from 5 to 10 knots, but even if major evolutions have 
been made lately on sonar data processing, some difficulty are still persisting to obtain an 
accurate identification of the land-based resources.
Video camera and sonar combination methods are currently under development for sea bed 
survey, this technology is very promising, but video recording need to be done from a stable 
and close to the ground vehicle. Autonomous, manned submarine able to support those kind of 
equipment is one of the proposed solution, but there velocity is limited to a few knots and also 
very expensive to produce, maintain and to run.
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
The objective is to develop a towed underwater vehicle, able to fly at constant distance from 
the sea bed, cheap to produce, maintain and run. Data analysis would be conducted from both 
video and sonar. This vehicle will be cheaper and smaller than manned submarines, as well as 
cheaper and more accurate than existing towed vehicles . An accurate survey of a large area
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could, therefore, be performed in a minimal time. This device would optimise the efficiency 
and cost of continental shelf survey.
The aim of this study is to establish the feasibility of such a vehicle, and propose a conceptual 
design of a wing able to fly at a constant distance from the sea bed.
This work will present a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis performed on 
different wing designs, the towing tank and wing models build to conduct experimental tests, 
and a conceptual design of the vehicle.
ORGANISATION OF THE WORK
This work is organised into three chapters:
Chapter 1 supplies a literature review necessary to follow this work, with:
• A review of existing product used in ocean survey,
• An introduction to the specifications of continental shelf,
• A review of submarine and foils design,
• A theoretical background on fluid dynamics.
Chapter 2 presents several design concepts and select the most suitable for the vehicle. The 
following points are developed:
• Study of a ballast solution
• Study of a directional wings solution
• Study of a ground effect solution
Chapter 3 presents test conducted on several models and conclude by proposing a conceptual 
design for the vehicle. The following points are developed:
• Design and manufacture of the test facilities
• Design and manufacture of the tested models
• Model testing and results
2
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CHAPTER 1 : LITERATURE REVIEW
I. E x is t in g  p r o d u c t s :
Ground flyer vehicles are devices designed to float at a constant from the sea bed. None of the 
existing devices is suitable for the purpose of ground flyer vehicles. However, they give an 
idea of technologies currently used on towing underwater vehicle, commonly called 
“fish“. [1,2 ,3,4,5,6,7]
L I  A quashuttle  M a r k  III
The Aquashuttle MK III is a stable, highly robust, 
versatile undulating towed vehicle for deploying a 
wide range of oceanographic monitoring equipment.
Designed and developed by Chelsea Instruments and 
the Plymouth Marine Laboratory, UK.
The vehicle has a strong glass reinforced plastic Figure 1 Aquashuttle MK III
body with a robust integral stainless steel framework, which can accommodate a wide range of 
sensor payloads. Its 'flight' profile is maintained by a servo-controlled elevator, the servo being 
powered by the vehicles own impeller driven alternator.
Real-time control and data display enable the operator to observe the two-dimensional 
oceanographic conditions and adjust the flight parameters accordingly. Capable of tow speeds 
from 5 to 25 knots, Aquashuttle will undulate from the surface to 100m.
Applications:
Oceanographic data gathering from ships of opportunity 
. Ecosystem health monitoring
. Real-time two dimensional data gathering in support of oceanographic modelling 
• Pollution monitoring and dye tracing studies
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Sea truthing for satellite remote sensing
• Continuous plankton monitoring and sampling 
Estuary coastal zone and open ocean surveys
• Local area site assessment.
1.2 N u-Sh uttle
The Nu-Shuttle [1] is a stable, robust, versatile 
undulating towed vehicle for the deployment of a wide 
range of oceanographic monitoring equipment.
Developed by Chelsea Instruments and the Plymouth 
Marine Laboratory, UK, Nu-Shuttle has been designed 
to meet the requirements for a low cost, large payload 
vehicle, which retains the hydrodynamic performance of the Aquashuttle.
Nu-Shuttle is 500mm wide and offers 100 litres of instrumentation space. The vehicle is 
capable of carrying a suite of instrumentation for the measurement of parameters such as 
conductivity, temperature, depth, chlorophyll, hydrocarbon and Gelbstoff fluorescence, 
turbidity, transmittance, bioluminescence, nutrient, redox and dissolved oxygen. It also has the 
capacity to carry a mechanical Plankton Sampler or an Optical Plankton Counter.
Nu-Shuttle has a stainless steel frame onto which Polyethylene panels are fixed. With this 
simplicity of construction comes the advantage of ease of access to the total payload area by 
removal of individual panels.
Nu-Shuttle can be towed from research vessels and ships of opportunity at speeds of 5 to 15 
knots, to operational depths of 150m. It can be launched and recovered while the vessel is 
underway, by a non-scientific crew with minimal training.
Applications:
Oceanographic data gathering from ships of opportunity
• Ecosystem heath monitoring
• Real-time two dimensional data gathering in support of oceanographic modelling 
. Pollution monitoring and dye tracing studies
. Sea truthing for satellite remote sensing
Figure 2 Nu-Shuttle
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• Continuous plankton monitoring and sampling
• Estuary coastal zone and open ocean surveys
• Local area site assessment
1.3 S e a s o a r  M a r k  I I
SeaSoar [1] is a versatile towed undulating 
vehicle used to deploy a wide range of 
oceanographic monitoring equipment.
Developed by Chelsea Instruments from an 
original design by the Institute of 
Oceanographic Sciences (now the 
Southampton Oceanography Centre, UK).
SeaSoar is capable of undulating from the 
surface to 500 metres at tow speeds of up to Figure 3 SeaSoar Mark II
12 knots (with faired cable) following a controlled and adjustable undulating path through the 
ocean. Maximum depth achieved is dependent upon system configuration. The PC based 
SeaSoar Deck Control Unit onboard the ship enables the operator to have real-time computer 
control over the vehicle's flight profile together with the storage and display of the flight 
parameters.
Sampled data, obtained from sensors mounted in SeaSoar, are transmitted to the towing vessel 
for processing, display and storage via a multi-core tow cable. The high data rate and 
versatility of sensor and sampling packages make SeaSoar an effective and productive platform 
for large-scale data collection.
The payload area is located within a stainless steel, deep-sided frame that provides strength and 
volume for instrumentation installation. Quick release stainless steel panels, top and bottom, 
can be removed without tools and give maximum possible accessibility to the payload.
Applications:
. Open ocean mesoscale oceanographic surveys
Has been used extensively in most oceans of the world including the Artie Marginal 
Ices zone by the UK Defence Research Agency
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1.4 K l e in  S ub-B o t t o m  P r o f il e r
The Klein Sub-Bottom Profiler [2] [3] is a lm 
long stainless steel and fibre glass device, , 
weighting 79 kg in air and 65 kg in water. With 
a maximum operating depth of 600m from the 
surface, it is capable of recording information at 
a 60m radius at tow speeds of up to 7 knots.
Modular in design, the Sub-Bottom Profiler can Figure 4 Klein Sub-Bottom Profiler
be integrated with the Klein Side Scan Sonar
Towfish. Processed data are displayed as a continuous record on a hard copy recorder or video 
display.
Application :
High-resolution profiling of seafloor sediments
1.5 F l y in g  F is h
The Flying Fish, from the Ocean Engineering 
Group at RIAM [4] [5], is a 3.8m long device, 
weighting 1300 kg in air and -20 kg in water. It is 
capable of operating at a maximum depth of 200m 
from the surface and a tow speed of up to 12 knots.
A main wing and horizontal tail wings controls the Figure 5 
heave, pitch and roll of FLYING FISH, which 
permit its stable attitudes and assure accurate measurements.
Flying Fish
Application :
• Chemical and physical measurements to obtain specially continuous and real time data 
of current velocities, salinity, water temperature, dissolved 02, C02, pH, Chlorophyll 
in an ocean mixed layer.
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1.6 S ea k ite
Most relevant to this work is the Sea Kite, from Tokai University [6][7]. This UTV 
(underwater towed vehicle) is composed of a fuselage and several wings having the functions 
of depth control, altitude control and laterally moving control with stable attitude. CCV 
(Control Configured vehicle) technology in aeronautical field (Kanai, 1985 and Kato, 1985) is 
adopted to satisfy the attitude control. According to this technology, the optimum configuration 
of a vehicle for a particular mission is designed considering motion control and its stability, 
and a vehicle is actively controlled decoupling some components of the motion. This system 
propose a new type of autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) with CCV control with three 
decoupled modes:
Pitch angle and vertical velocity,
Pitch angular velocity and vertical velocity 
Roll angle and yaw angle 
The treatment of the attitude control of UTV proposed is different from that of AUV in three 
points:
. No linearity of motion due to the existence of cable,
. Effect of cable motion on the stability of UTV 
• Decoupled mode in the horizontal plane.
For the third point decoupling between roll angles, yaw angle and lateral velocity is taken.
ITEMS VALUES ITEMS VALUES
Length of Fuselage 2.0 ■ Vertical Chord 0.151 n
Volume of Fuselage 0.102 Span 0.804 ■
Masa of Fuselage 182.69 Kg Upper Chord 0.205 m
Main Chord 0.404 ■ Tall Span 0.019 ■
HOk lZOTi vBA
Wing Span 0.907 ■ Lower Chord • 0.138 ■
Horizontal
Tall
Chord 0.247 a Tall Span 0.651 ■
Span 0.494 ■ Location of 0.9 ■
Location of 0.0 ■ ( lv )
( lw ) Location of 0.7 a
Location of 
Horizontal Tall 
( It )
0.7 ■ ( i f )
Table 1 Sea Kite characteristics
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Horizontal wings
The forward horizontal wing is 
fixing at the centre of co-ordinate 
system and that of the rear 
horizontal wing at It=0.7 m, they 
obtain the ratio PI of the total area 
of the horizontal wings to the 
Longitudinal projected area of 
fuselage and the ratio of the area 
of the horizontal tail to the main 
wing under the vertical target 
movement of ±200  m around the 
depth of 500 m and under the conditions of the wing angles less than 15 ° and of the pitch 
angle of the vehicle of 0°.
The equilibrium state is taken when the wing angle of the main wing is at 0° at the designed 
depth of 500m. Here, the ascending altitude is defined as altitude where the angle of inclination 
of cable at the hanging point of the vehicle is 90°. It was possible for the vehicle to exert the 
descent of 200 m over the range of PI and P2 with the angle of the main wing of -15°. They 
choose PI and P2 as 2.0 and 0.2,respectively. In this case the cable length is 1289.0 m.
Vertical Wings:
Fixing the location of the vertical wings at lv=0.9 and lf=0.7 m, they obtain the ratio Pa3 of the 
area of the upper vertical tail to the longitudinal projected area of fuselage, the ratio Pa4 of the 
area of the lower vertical tail to the longitudinal projected area of fuselage and the ratio Pa5 of 
the area of the vertical canard to the longitudinal projected area of fuselage under the lateral 
target movement of ± 1 0 0  m and under the conditions of the wing angles less than 15 0 and of 
the yaw and roll angles of 0°. To prevent asymmetric side force about X-Y plane, they take:
Pa3=Pa4+Pa5
Figure 6 Sea Kite
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1. 7 S y n t h e sis  o f  t h e  e x is t in g  p r o d u c t s :
Product Speed Deep
Control
Method
Material Dimension
Aquashuttle Mark
m 5 to 25 knots 0-100m
Undulating 
towed vehicle
unknown unknown
Nu-Shuttle 5 to 15 knots 0-150m Undulating towed vehicle
Stainless steel frame 
Polyethylene panels
500mm wide 
100 litres
SeaSoar Mark II 12 knots 0-500m Undulating towed vehicle Stainless steel panels unknown
Klein Sub-Bottom 
Profiler 7 knots 300m unknown
Stainless Steel and 
Fiberglas
1.07x0.22x0.41 m 
79.4kg(air) 
64.4kg(water)
Flying Fish 0-12knots 0-200m
Heave, pitch, roll
Ballast & 
Directional 
wings
unknown
3.84x2.26x1.4m 
1300kg (air) 
-20kg (water)
Sea Kite unknown 500m
3D controlled by 
attitude & 
positioning 
sensors,
Directional
wings
unknown
2 x lx lm  
Around 200kg (air)
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II. C o n t in e n t a l  s h e l f
II. 1 O c e a n  m o r p h o l o g y
The ocean is composed of different areas with different slopes and depths, from a few metres 
to thousands of metres depth with an average of 4000m and from nearly nil slopes to vertical 
cliffs as shown on the following maps. [8]
tao* 150W 120W 90*W GO*W 30*W 0* 30 *E 60 *E 90 *E 120*E 1 50*E
Longitude
-4000 3000 2000
topography [m ]
Figure 7 Global ocean topography
+90 -440 -400 -360 -320 -280 <240 -203 -ISO -120 -80 -40 0
to p o g ra p h y  [m]
Figure 8 British seas topography
II.l.l Deep sea:
Deep bottom area: Submerged portion of coast from 200-m depth to deep ocean floor. [9][10]
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H.1.2 Continental margin
Continental margin: The zone of transition 
from a continental mass to the adjacent 
ocean basin. It generally includes a 
continental shelf, continental slope, and 
continental rise. [9] [10]
Figure 9 Divisions of the continental margin
11.1.2.1 Continental shelf
The continental shelf is a zone adjacent to a continent or around an island, and extending from 
the low-water line to the depth at which there is usually a marked increase of slope to greater 
depth. The shelf is made shallower by deposition of material eroded from the land. The shelf 
has an average slope less than 0.07° and a maximum of 3° with a maximum depth of 200m
11.1.2.2 Continental slope:
Continental slope is the narrow, steep (3 deg. to 6 deg. gradient) transition zone 
between the shallow shelf and the deep ocean floor, usually demarcated by the 200 metre 
isobaths. Sedimentary material on the continental slope is very unstable because of the steep 
gradient.
IL1.2.3 Continental rise
The wedge of sediments deposited at the base of the continental slope.
II. 2  THE IRISH CONTINENTAL SHELF
The width of the Irish continental shelf ranges from 90km to approximately 300km frome the 
shore and represents an area of 850,000km2. [11][12]
The Irish Continental Shelf area is relatively unexplored in terms of detailed geology and little 
is known about recent sedimentary processes such as mass flows, submarine channel 
morphology and slope stability.
coast«! pltttnihOrehriG
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III. DESIGNS AND CONCEPTS
I I I . l  SUBMARINE DESIGN:
III.l.1 Buoyancy
Buoyancy is the tendency for a fluid to exert a supporting force on a body placed in the fluid.
below. [13]
Archimedes' principle :
A body in a fluid, whether floating or submerged, is buoyed up by a force equal to the weight 
of the fluid displaced. The buoyant force acts vertically upward through the centroid of the 
displaced volume and can be defined mathematically by the following equation:
p  =z y  X V  Equation III-l
Where: b i f  d
Fb = buoyant force
- Yf = specific weight of the fluid
- Vd = displaced volume of the fluid
When a body is floating freely, it displaces a sufficient volume of fluid to just balance its own 
weight. Figure 10 shows several devices which might be used in an undersea exploration 
project and which illustrate four different types of buoyancy problems:
- The buoy (a) and the ship (e) must be
This force is called a buoyant force and is defined by Archimedes' principle as stated
The instrument package (b) would 
tend to float if not restrained by the 
anchoring cable.
designed to float stably.
The diving bell (c) must be 
supported by the crane on a ship, 
while the submarine (d) has the 
ability to hover at any depth (this is 
called neutral buoyancy).
Instrum ent
package c
Y _
Ib i
Figure 10 different applications of buoyancy
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If the buoyant force is greater than the weight of the boat, this one will float all the time. In this 
case the buoyancy is termed positive.
If it is the Weight of the vessel, which is greater than the buoyant force the boat will sink and 
the buoyancy is termed negative.
If the buoyant force is equal to the weight of the boat, this one will stably float underwater. In 
this case the buoyancy is termed neutral.
1IL 1.2 Live scale dive technology
There are two ways to submerge a boat: static diving and dynamic diving. [14]
III.1.2.1 Static diving
The buoyancy of a submarine can be changed by letting water into the Main Ballast Tanks 
(MBT). The MBT's can be located in three different ways:
Inside the pressure hull
Outside the pressure hull as additional tanks
In between the outer hull and the pressure hull
Figure 11 shows the three possible configurations. Drawback of having the MBT inside the 
pressure hull is obvious: it takes up space that could otherwise be used for equipment or 
personnel. This MBT arrangement was used in the WW-I boats and other early submarines. 
The classical example of a boat with MBT's outside the pressure hull is the German Type VIIC 
but also American and Dutch submarines in WW-II used this design. Due to the location of the 
MBT's, they are called saddle tanks. Most modem military submarines use the space in- 
between the inner pressure hull and the outer hull as MBT.
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To dive the boat, the vent valves on top of the ballast tanks are opened to let air escape the 
MBT. To surface the boat, the water in the MBT's is forced out by pressurized air. When the 
boat is deeply submerged, the water is forced out using high-pressure air to overcome the water 
pressure. When the boat is near the surface, the blowing of the MBT's proceeds with low- 
pressure air.
At the surface, the main vent valve remains shut to keep the air in the MBT under pressure. 
The pressure inside the tanks remains equal to that of the low-pressure air system.
Maintaining neutral buoyancy in a submarine is a continuous procedure. For example the 
diesel engines consume fuel and the personnel eats food so that the total weight of the boat 
steadily decreases during a mission. This means that while progressing with the mission, the 
amount of water in the MTT has to be increased to maintain neutral buoyancy. Also the density 
of the surrounding water plays an important role. A well-known example is the downstream 
area of a river where fresh and salt water mix leading to a different density than in the open 
sea. If a submarine enters such a region, the trim has to be adjusted.
When neutral buoyancy is obtained with the MTT's, the depth of the boat can be changed using 
the speed of the boat and the angle of the dive planes. This is called dynamic diving.
III.1.2.2 Dynamic Diving
The fully dynamic diving boats are the most simple model submarines available. These boats 
have inherent positive buoyancy which means that they will float back to the surface if control 
is lost. This is a major advantage for model submarines. To get a positive buoyant boat under 
the water, the force on the hydroplanes has to overcome the upward force of the floating boat. 
This requires a combination of sufficient speed or sufficiently large hydroplanes. The closer 
the boat is rigged towards neutral buoyancy, the smaller the required downward force of the 
hydroplanes.
Figure 12 shows the angle of the dive planes
to keep a positive buoyant submarine under
, . , , , . , ,, i , Figure 12: Angle of the hydroplanes.the water. At low velocity, both planes have
a downward angle (on the left hand side of Figure 12). The aft hydroplanes are needed to
j Q
D
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prevent the stem of the bow rising above the surface. Just like for the real boats, at sufficiently 
high velocity the hydroplane can be moved to a neutral position also depth control can be 
maintained with the fore plane only (on the right hand side of Figure 12).
The force on a hydroplane, which is termed lift force, can be calculated with the following 
equation:
F l  =  -—C iU D y 2 JA Equation III-2
Where: ^
- Fl(N) is the lift force,
- Cl is the lift coefficient which is dependent on the shape of the hydroplanes and also on the 
angle of attack,
- p (kg/m3) is the fluid density, equal to 1025 kg/m3,
- v ( m/s) is the velocity of the free stream of fluid relative to the hydroplane. So in this case,
that will be the velocity of the boat.
- A (m2) is the area defined as the product of the span and the length of the hydroplane.
III.1.3 Underwater vehicle stability
The equilibrium condition for submarines, submersibles, balloons, dirigibles and similar 
vehicles is simply W = FB, where the forces W and FB must act in the same vertical line. The 
centre of gravity G and the centre of buoyancy B are both fixed in the vehicle, which takes up a 
definite attitude in its equilibrium configuration. Thus B must lay either vertically below or 
vertically above G if W and FB are the only external forces acting when the vehicle is at rest in 
its intended attitude. It is the stability of these equilibrium configurations that must now be 
examined. [15] [16][17]
Small disturbances of translation in a horizontal direction do not change the condition
of equilibrium. As far as they are concerned the stability is neutral.
To study the effect of small angles of rotation, the vehicle could be conveniently rotated 
around two horizontal axes at right angles to each other. (Rotation about the vertical axis 
clearly does not affect the condition of equilibrium.) For example, consider the submerged
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submarine represented in Figure 13. It is evident that if B is above G a small inclination of heel 
or trim produces a righting couple, and so the arrangement in Figure 13 (a) is associated with 
hydrostatic stability. By contrast the arrangement in Figure 13 (b) shows that if G lies above B 
there is a tendency for any small inclination to be increased, and so the equilibrium is unstable. 
The distance GB thus represents a measure of a submarine's hydrostatic stability for heel and
In practice B cannot lie far from the central axis of a submarine, therefore stability G 
must lie below the centre line.
It is implicitly assumed in the foregoing discussion that the submarine in question has a 
rigid and incompressible structure..
Figure 13 Submarine stability
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III. 2  FOILS DESIGN:
111.2.1 Foils geometry
[ 18] [ 19] [20] [21]
111.2.1.1 Wing definition
Wing span: The wing span is the dimension “b”, the distance between the extreme wingtips.
The dimension from each tip to the centre-line s is the wing semi-span.
Chords: The chord is the distance between of the leading and trailing edges The two 
dimensions Ct and Co are the tips and root chords respectively. The ratio Ct/Co is the taper 
ratio X, For most wings, Ct/Co<l.
Mean chords: The standard mean chord or the geometric mean chord is denoted by c , 
defined by Sc/b or SN/b.
Wing area: The plan area of the wing including the continuation within the fuselage is the 
gross wing area, Sg The plan area of the wing excluding the continuation within the fuselage is 
the net wing area, SN.
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Aspect ratio: The aspect ratio is a measure of the narrowness of the wing platform. It is 
denoted by A or (AR)
A= span/mean chord= b/c Equation III-3
or A= span2/area=b2/(b c ) Equation m -4
If A increase the maximum lift increase as well
Sweepback: The sweepback angle of a wing is the angle between a line drawn along the span 
at a constant fraction of the chord from the leading edge, and a line perpendicular to the centre­
line .It is usually noted A or <D.
Dihedral angle: The angle 2 r  is the dihedral angle of the wings. If the wings are inclined 
upward, they are said to have dihedral, if inclined downwards they have anhedral.
I
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III.2.1.2 Wing section definition:
Chord-Line (1): The straight line connecting the leading and trailing edges of the airfoil is the 
Chord Line.
Chord (2): The length of the chord-line from leading edge to trailing edge and is the 
characteristic longitudinal dimension of an airfoil is the Chord.
Camber: the curvature of an airfoil at its surfaces.
Mean Camber Line (3): The line drawn halfway between the upper and lower surfaces is the 
Mean Camber Line. The chord line connects the ends of the mean camber line. The mean 
camber of an airfoil may be considered as the curvature of the median line (mean camber line) 
of the airfoil.
Maximum Camber (4): The shape of the mean camber is important in determining the 
hydrodynamic characteristics of an airfoil section. Maximum Camber (displacement of the 
mean camber line from the chord line) and where it is located (expressed as fractions or 
percentages of the basic chord) help to define the shape of the mean camber line.
The Maximum Thickness (5) of an airfoil and where it is located (expressed as a percentage 
of the chord) help define the airfoil shape, and hence its performance.
The Leading Edge Radius (6) of the airfoil is the radius of curvature given the leading edge 
shape.
The airfoil shown in Figure III-7 is a Positive Cambered Airfoil because the mean camber 
line is located above the chord line.
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III.2.1.3 NACA section
The co-ordinates of the upper and lower surface can characterise airfoil geometry. It is often 
summarised by a few parameters such as: maximum thickness, maximum camber, position of 
max thickness, position of max camber, and nose radius. One can generate a reasonable airfoil 
section given these parameters. Eastman Jacobs [18] did this in the early 1930's to create a 
family of airfoils known as the "NACA Sections.
Figure 17 NACA section
The NACA 4 digits and 5 digits airfoils were created by superimposing a simple mean line 
shape with a thickness distribution that was obtained by fitting a couple of popular airfoils of 
the time:
y = ±(t/0.2) . (0.2969x0 5 - 0.126x - 0.3537x2 + 0.2843x3 - 0.1015x4)
The camber line of 4-digit sections was defined as a parabola from the leading edge to the 
position of maximum camber, then another parabola back to the trailing edge.
NACA 4-Digit Series:
Ex: NACA 4412
4 4 12
Max camber 
in % chord
Position of max camber 
in 1/10 of chord
Max thickness 
in % of chord
Table 2 NACA 4 Digit Series
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I1I.2.2 Hydrodynamics forces
[20] [2 1] [22]
111.2.2.1 Definition
For a flight direction of X:
The Lift: L component of force acting in 
upward in the perpendicular direction of 
flight (-Z)
The Drag: D component of force acting in 
the opposite direction of flight (-X)
Crosscurrent force: Y Component of forces 
mutually perpendicular to the lift and the 
drag
Pitching moment: M moment acting in the plan containing the lift and the drag
Rolling moment: LR moment tending to depress one wing tip and raise the other, it is positive 
when it tends to depress the starboard wing tip
Yawing moment: N is the moment, which tends to swing the nose to one side or the other of 
the fight direction. It is positive when it swing, the nose to starboard
111.2.2.2 Dimensional theory:
F denotes the hydrodynamic force or one of its components. For fully immersed device, F 
depends on the following quantities: Fluid density p, fluid kinematics’ viscosity v, stream 
speed V and fluid bulk elasticity K.
The force and moment will also depend on the shape and size of the body and its orientation to 
the stream. If however, attention is confined to geometrically similar bodies, e.g. spheres or 
any geometry to different scales, the effects of the shape as such will be eliminated. A single 
typical dimension, denoted by D, can represent the size of the body.
F=f(V,D,p,v,K)
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The quantity F/ pV2D2 is a non-dimensional quantity often developed and used in
0 •  •  •hydrodynamics. It is not, however, used in quite this form. In place of pV it is conventional to 
use pW1, the dynamic pressure of the stream, if incompressible
CB =
Lift coefficient CL
Drag coefficient Cd 
Pitching moment coefficient Cm
C, =
- p \ l s 
2
Lift
Cn =
-p V *  s 
2
D r a g
D 1
C = —
- p V 2 Sc 
2
Equation III-5
Equation III-6
Equation III-7
Equation III-8
III.2.2.3 Hydrofoil characteristics - lift coefficient versus incidence
Effect of aspect ratio on the Cl: a curve
The induced angle of incidence s is given by
 kCi,
7lA
Equation III-9
Where A is the aspect ratio.
Considering a number of wings of the same 
symmetrical section but of different aspect 
ratios the above expression leads to a family of 
Cl versus a curves, as in Figure 19
Figure 19 Influence of wing aspect
ratio on the lift curve
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Since the actual lift coefficient at a given section of the wing is equal to the lift coefficient for a 
two-dimensional wing at an incidence of a^.
For highly swept wings of very low aspect ratio (less than 3 or so), the lift curve slope becomes 
very small.
111.2.2.4 Effect of Reynolds number on the Cl
The ratio known as the Reynolds number, Re is:
Re = pVl/^i Re ~ inertial forces / viscous forces Equation in-10
Where p is the density of the fluid, V is the velocity, 1 is a representative length such as the 
diameter of a pipe, the length of a ship, the chord of an airfoil, and \i is the kinematics 
viscosity. The Reynolds number is dimensionless
If R e «  1 the viscous effects are dominating
If R e »  1 the inertial effects are dominating
Rec ~ 5.105 is the critical value of Reynolds number, up to this value, the flow is laminar, after 
the flow is turbulent
Reduction of Reynolds number moves the transition point of the boundary layer rearwards on 
the upper surface of the wing. At low values of Re this may permit a laminar boundary layer to 
extend into the adverse pressure gradient region of the hydrofoil.
111.2.2.5 Lift and Drag force on Airfoils
Lift is defined as force acting on a body in a direction perpendicular to that of the flow of the 
fluid. The shape of the airfoil comprising the wings of an airplane determines its performance 
characteristics.
The manner in which an airfoil produces lift when placed in a moving air stream (or when 
moving in still air) is illustrated in Figure 20. As the air flows over the airfoil, it achieves a 
high velocity on the top surface with a corresponding decrease in pressure. At the same time 
the pressure on the lower surface is increased.
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Figure 20 Pressure distribution on an airfoil. Figure 21: sketch of an airfoil.
The net result is an upward force called lift. The lift force Fl is expressed as a function of a lift 
coefficient CL:
Fl = ^ C l (P v 2)a Equation III-ll
The velocity v is the velocity of the free stream of fluid relative to the airfoil. In order to 
achieve uniformity in the comparison of one shape with another, the area A is usually defined 
as the product of the span of the wing and the length of the airfoil section called the chord. In 
Figure 42, the span is b and the chord length is c.
The value of the lift coefficient Cl is dependent on the shape of the airfoil and also on the 
angle of attack. Figures 22 & 23 shows that the angle of attack is the angle between the chord 
line of the airfoil and the direction of the fluid velocity.
Other factors affecting lift are the Reynolds number, the surface roughness, the turbulence of 
the air stream, the ratio of the velocity of the fluid stream to the speed of sound, and the aspect 
ratio.
I Km
Figure 22 Angle of attack.
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Aspect ratio is the name given to the ratio of the span b of the wing to the chord length c. It is 
important because the characteristics of the flow at the wing tips are different from those 
toward the centre of the span.
The total drag on an airfoil has three components:
> Friction drag,
>  Pressure drag,
>  And the third component is called induced drag, which is a function of the lift 
produced by the airfoil.
At a particular angle of attack, the net resultant force on the airfoil acts essentially 
perpendicular to the chord line of the section, as shown in Figure III- 14. Resolving this force 
into vertical and horizontal components produces the true lift force Fl and the induced drag 
F D i- Expressing the induced drag as a function of a drag coefficient gives:
FDi =  -j^-C  D i ( p y 2^A  Equation 111-12
It can be shown that C d i  is related as follow to C l :c2C __ V^L
Di 7l(b/c)
The total drag is then:
F d =  F dt +  Fop +  FDi
Normally, it is the total drag that is of interest in design. The total drag can be calculated from 
the drag coefficient CD for the airfoil, using the following relation:
i f v 2)4 Equation 111-15
As before, the area A is the product of the span b and the chord length c.
Two methods are used to present the performance characteristics of airfoil profiles.
In Figure 24, the values of CL, Cd, and the ratio of lift to drag F l / F d  are all plotted versus the 
angle of attack as the abscissa. Note that the scale factors are different for each variable. The
Equation 111-13
Equation 111-14
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airfoil to which the data apply has the designation NACA 2409 according to a system 
established by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics[22].
The second method of presenting data for airfoils is shown in Figure 25. This is called the 
polar diagram and is constructed by plotting CL versus CD with the angle of attack indicated as 
points on the curve.
In both Figures 24. and 25., it can be seen that the lift coefficient increases with increasing 
angle of attack up to a point where it abruptly begins to decrease. This point of maximum lift is 
called the stall point; at this angle of attack the boundary layer of the air stream separates from 
the upper side of the airfoil. A large turbulent wake is created, greatly increasing drag and 
decreasing lift.
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III.2.3 Wing in ground effect vehicles
III.2.3.1 Wing in Ground Effect vehicles
Wing in Ground Effect vehicles were pioneered by the Soviet Union during the Cold War as 
high-speed craft for maritime operations. The so called Caspian Sea Monster aroused a great 
deal of interest when it was unveiled to the world looking to be much the same size as a C-130 
Hercules, yet travelling at nearly twice the speed with a far greater payload. [23]
Figure 26 Ground Effect vehicles 
To fly in any fluid, lift is generated by means of a pressure differential between the upper and
lower surfaces of a streamlined shaped body. Whether in free flight or ground effect the plan
form places a footprint pressure on the supporting air called wing loading.
In the case of Ground Effect craft, their lifting surfaces generate a low pressure by virtue of 
curvature, while underneath is a cushion of super compressed air. This is effectively rammed in 
as if a filling in a sandwich between the wing and the ground.
Climbing out of the ground effect allows expansion of the filling resulting in loss of lift. The 
only way to regain this is to increase the wingspan but this changes the WGE craft into an 
aeroplane. The lift to drag ratio of Wing ships is significantly higher than conventional aircraft, 
which in effect means less power to achieve a comparable speed or greater speed for the same 
power.
III.2.3.2 Computational fluid dynamics on ground effect aerodynamics
The accurate prediction of ground effect aerodynamics is an important aspect of wing-in- 
ground effect vehicle (WIG) design [24]. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solutions are
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useful alternatives to expensive (especially in the case of ground effect) wind tunnel testing. 
However, the incorporation of the rigid surface effects often leads to confusion due to such a 
model being in a vehicle fixed reference frame (air moving, vehicle fixed) rather than the real- 
life situation of a ground fixed reference frame (air fixed, vehicle moving). [24]
Previous investigations have considered the simple two-dimensional (no sideslip) case, 
assuming a flat, rigid surface. To accurately model the real-life situation, other important 
considerations that may need addressing in a ground effect simulation include the effect of a 
non-rigid surface and the effect of a non-uniform (e.g. wavy) surface. However, the 
specification of the correct velocity condition on the ground are as important in more complex 
simulations.
For a Navier Stokes solution, the accurate and appropriate specification of boundary conditions 
is an important part of the solution process. A ground effect simulation differs from a standard 
aerofoil or wing simulation by requiring a lower boundary to represent the ground. Various 
forms of boundary condition have been specified for the ground and some in common use 
result in incorrect solutions.
For example, in 1996, Hsiun and Chen [24] presented results in which the authors noted a 
significant decrease in lift at small ground clearances. The authors attributed this to the 
presence of the boundary layer on the ground surface. However, the boundary conditions used 
assumed a stationary vehicle and a stationary ground plane, and therefore the presence of the 
boundary layer on the ground plane may be an inaccurate representation.
Other methods for specifying the ground boundary condition have included
The use of the symmetry boundary condition (or alternatively, modelling two identical 
bodies with a plane of symmetry rep- resenting the ground);
• the use of the 'slip' boundary condition, which implies zero shear stress at the boundary;
. the specification of the ground to have the same velocity as the free stream.
In all of the above and that which follows, the vehicle is taken to be in a fixed reference frame.
Of the four possible boundary conditions available, the first, defined here as 'image' refers to 
the use of the image method, first suggested by Wieselsberger [24] in 1922. Setting the lower 
boundary to be a symmetry condition is also the use of the 'Image' condition Figure 27a.
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Um
(a) ‘Image’
(7_
Zero shear stress on ground
(b) ‘Slip’
Ground velocity = zero Ground velocity = Um
(c) ‘Ground stationary’ (d) 'Ground moving’
Figure 27 Ground effect representation
The second condition, defined here as 'slip', refers to a condition in which there is zero shear 
stress at the boundary .It can be seen that this type of condition could allow the ground to be 
moving at different velocities depending on its position relative to the vehicle, in order to 
enforce the zero shear stress condition Figure 27b.
The difference between these two conditions is that for a symmetry boundary all gradients are 
set to zero, and for a slip wall only the normal component of velocity is set to zero. In certain 
cases, this can cause a difference in the final solution between conditions of Figure 27a. and 
Figure 27b.
The third condition, defined as 'ground stationary', refers to the type of condition set by Hsiun 
and Chen [24] Figure 27c. However, by considering the flow situation, it can be seen that this 
condition may not be appropriate. In a ground-fixed reference frame, the air is stationary, the 
ground is stationary, and the body flies over the ground and through the air at velocity, U-. By 
moving to a vehicle-fixed reference frame (such as in the CFD model) it can be seen that the
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vehicle is stationary, and both the free stream air and ground should be moving relative to the 
body at velocity, U-.
Setting the ground to be moving at velocity, U-, is the fourth condition, defined as 'ground 
moving'. The ground is given the same velocity as that of the free stream, a condition 
representing accurately that of the real-Life situation Figure 27d.
It is important to note that the term 'slip' can cause some confusion as it has varying meanings 
among aerodynamicists and CFD users. A case in point is a note by Steinbach [24], referring to 
the paper by Hsiun and Chen[24]. The author explains that incorrect boundary conditions have 
been used; however his suggestion is to set the ground velocity as that of the free stream, 
which Steinbach [24] calls the 'slip' condition.
The success of the WIG concept depends on the accurate prediction of the aerodynamics of the 
vehicles. It is therefore of principal importance to use appropriate boundary conditions for any 
CFD analyses. Although four boundary conditions are in common use in ground effect 
simulations.
There is only one correct boundary condition that accurately and realistically simulates the real 
life conditions of ground effect. This condition is the 'ground moving' condition, in which the 
boundary conditions on the ground should be set equal to the free stream conditions.
IV . F l u id  D y n a m ic  a n a l y s is
IV . I  FLUID PROPERTY
[25] [26] [27] [28] [29]
IV. 1.1 Density
Density varies with pressure, temperature and salinity, with pressure the major impact.
Pressure Effect: Density increases about 2.2% per 5000m (500bar), then for 10 to 20bar the 
density increases 0.044 to 0.088% increases
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Salinity/Temperature Effect: Considering the pressure constant, Figure IV- 1 shows the 
Salinity versus the Temperature at different density (1000+c). The curves can be used to 
estimate the density for given Temperature and Salinity
Example of estimating the sea 
water density using the 
Temperature-salinity-a grid 
(figure 29)
If T=5 C , Salinity 35%o , then 
from the grid, a  = 27.7 
Therefore he Density
p=  1 0 0 0 + ct = 1027.7 kg/m3
function of
Figure 28 
Temperature-salinity-a grid
It also possible to have an overview of the 
depth and for various latitude: Figure 29
Snlinity pints per thousand
!, density and salinity
Density (a t)  Temperature (°C)
Figure 29 Overview of the temperature, density and salinity vertical distribution for various latitude
Salinity (%o)
1000
2000
3000
4000
uj;
£  HighHatitude 
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Halocline
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IV.1.2 Viscosity:
Viscosity varies with temperature, salinity and pressure.
Viscosity at the sea surface is around 1.07 .10'3 kg/ms
However, due to the unique structure of water, viscosity varies anomalously with pressure.
IV. 1.3 Pressure
The pressure at a given depth depends on the mass of water lying above that depth.
P= g p z Equation IV-1
Where :
P is the pressure (Pa)
g is the acceleration due to the gravity (m/s2) 
p is the seawater density (kg/m3) 
z is the depth (m)
Example: If z=150m; g=9.81 m/s2 and p= 1027.675 kg/m3 
The pressure P is equal to 15.12xl05 Pa
IV.1.4 Compressibility
Sea water is considered as incompressible, therefore divV= 0.
IV .2  FLUID DYNAMIC
IV.2.1 Conservation of momentum:
This relation is commonly known as Newton's second law [30] [31] and expresses a 
proportionality between applied force and the resulting acceleration of a particle of mass m:
F = ma Equation IV-2
If the system is a fluid particle, it is convenient to divide Equation IV-2 by the volume of the 
particle, so work should be done with density instead of mass. It is also traditional to reverse 
the terms and place the acceleration on the left-hand side.
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Therfore
P C X — — F — f b o d y ^ r  f s u r f a c e Equation IV-3
Where, F is the applied force per unit volume on the fluid particle. F has been divided into two 
types: surface forces and body forces.
The so-called body forces are those that apply to the entire mass of the fluid element. Such 
forces are usually due to external fields such as gravity or an applied electromagnetic potential. 
Magneto-hydrodynamic effects are ignored here and only the gravitational body force is 
considered, which is as follow on unit volume basis „
fb o d y = P g  Equation IV-4
Where, g is the vector acceleration of gravity.
The surface forces are those applied by external stresses 
on the sides of the element. The stress tensor Ty can be
written as:
Tu =
T T TXX x y x z
Ty x yy y *
T T Tz x zy z z  J
Equation IV-5
The total force in each direction j (x;y;z) is :
t  ¥ -  ( tre s ln  tb#> 
direction on • 
face normal to 
tha i axis
Figure 30 unit element 
representation
dfj=Txjdydz+Tyjdxdz+Tzjdxdy  E q u a tio n  I V . 6
On a unit volume basis in each direction (x;y;z): since Tjj= Tji 
d f  &Txv d z_   l_XX_ _|_  £ _  +  . * z
dx  d y  d z
Then the total vector surface force is
Equation IV-7
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Equation IV-8
Then the Newton’s law become:
Equation IV-9
The Fluid at Rest
From the definition of a fluid, the viscous stresses must vanish if the fluid is at rest. Thus the 
shear stresses are zero, and the normal stresses become equal to the hydrostatic pressure:
When the velocity is zero, the stresses in general flow should be reduce to this special case.
IV.2.2 The Navier-Stokes Equations
The desired momentum equation for a general linear (Newtonian) viscous fluid is now 
obtained by substituting the stress. The result is the famous equation of motion, which bears 
the names of Navier and Stokes. [30][31]
Quantity of Volumes Pressure forces Viscous forces
acceleration forces per volume unit per volume unit
per volume 
unit
Where:
V is the vector velocity including vl, v2, v3, which are the Cartesian velocity components. 
)j. is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid
These are the Navier-Stokes equations, fundamental to the subject of viscous fluid flow.
Xxx Xyy Tzz -p
and Tjj= 0 for i ^  j
Equation IV-10
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IV.2.3 Incompressible Flow
If the fluid is assumed to be of constant density, div V vanishes from the continuity equation
and the vexing coefficient X, disappears from Newton's law[30][31]. Equations IV-10 are not 
greatly simplified, though, if the first viscosity jx, is allowed to vary with temperature and 
pressure (and hence with position). If, however, it is assumed that |x is constant, many terms 
vanish, leaving us a much simpler Navier-Stokes equation for constant viscosity:
Equation IV-11 is an excellent starting point in the theory of incompressible viscous flow, 
keeping in mind that constant viscosity is assumed. For non-isothermal flows, it may be a 
rather poor approximation, particularly for liquids, whose viscosity is often highly temperature- 
dependent. For gases, whose viscosity is only moderately temperature-dependent, Equation IV- 
11 is a good approximation and fails only when compressibility becomes important, i.e., when 
div V 4. 0.
dV
P 77dt
Equation IV-11
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CHAPTER 2 :DESIGN SOLUTIONS
I . INTRODUCTION
Considering the literature review and objectives of the project, the following specifications 
were proposed for the vehicle:
1. Towing velocity between 4 and 10 Knots (2 to 5 m/s)
2. Overall dimensions of the vehicle is not suppose to exceed 1.5m span, 0.5m chord,
0.5m thickness.
3. Distance between the vehicle and the sea bed h0 of less than 2m
Those values are not definitely fixed but could be used as basic data for future computations 
and designs.
Towed vehicle
Sea ground
Figure 31 The concept
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I L I  A p p l i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  m o t i o n  e q u a t i o n s  
TO THE VESSEL
II. 1.1 Assumptions
Let consider the linear and angular velocities of the vessel in three axis (Vx, Vy, Vz and cox, coy, 
ooz). The sea current generate Vy and the three components of the angular velocities. However 
these components are negligible compared to Vx, Vz. Furthermore, we assume that the 
submarine will be designed to assure a perfect stability on the horizontal symmetric plane. 
Therefore, the three velocities Vy, cox, and roz will be considered equal to zero. Then the 
motion equations become:
dt Equation II-l
X
Equation II-2
Buoyancy
Stenght in the cable
Figure 32 Free body diagram
Five forces act on the vehicle (Figure 32) during the sinking sequence: the weight, both drag 
forces, the buoyancy and the strength of the cable. The drag forces 1 and 2 are respectively due
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to the horizontal and vertical movement of the vessel. Also the drag force 2 will change 
direction (negative) if the submarine is going up.
The objective of the project being to design a vehicle capable to float at a constant distance 
from the sea bed, the only equation considered in the following sections will be Equation II-2.
Due to the length and weight of the cable, the towing force (strength in the cable) is horizontal 
as shown on Figure33 [33]
c a b le
Figure 33: shape of the cable under the water
Therefore the motion equation gives:
m z-^^w eight-dragforc^-buoyancy Equation n-3
mz-^p=weight -  drag ± water current -  buoyancy Equation n-4
Which can be developed as follow: [33]
(mass + addedmass)x ^ = (mass x g) -  
dt
i  , X 2 "\
1 fdz^
Pwater x A x C d X ~ 7 r 
V2 v dt y
± - X P w a t e r  X A X C ,  X V C
-  (volume vehicle x pwater x g)
Equation II-5
Where:
Vc: Water current. Seeing that the vessel will mainly be at about 200 m deep also ±0.1 m.s' 1 is 
the value of the vertical current.
Velocity to reach 0.10 and 0.15 m.s'1. These values have been chosen to have an efficient 
control system of the depth.
A: Projected area of a sample vehicle of 1.5m span for 0.5m chord, is 1.5 x 0.5 = 0.750 m2 
Pwater: Water density, assumed to be constant.(1025 kg/m3)
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Added mass : Very little is known about this coefficient but in some cases it is taken as ha lf o f  
the actual mass so in our case the neutral buoyancy.
Cd: Drag coefficient, equal to 1.1667. Indeed, assuming that the wing is a rectangular plate o f
1.5 m span and 0.5 m chord. Knowing that a/b is equal to 3, Cd value is calculated using 
geometrical progression between 1.16 and 1.17. Figure 34:
Shape o f b ix h
Rectangular plate
Flow
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Figure34: Cd fora rectangular plate
II.1.2 Linearisation of the drag force
Due to the non-linearity o f the drag force, the used equation is a second order differential 
equation with a non-linear coefficient. In order to solve this equation using the Laplace 
transform[32], the drag must be linearised as shown in Figure 35.
Figure 35:
Actual
Linearization
This linearisation allows the 
d 2z
(mass + addedmass)x ——  = (mass x  g) -  
-  (volume vehicle x  pwslc[ x  g)
: Equation II-6
dz
2 X Pw».cr *  A x C d x ^ a ^ - p x — — x Pwat cr  X A x C : d X
Where a and (3 are two coefficients to be determined.
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The line minimising the squared distances between the n actual points of given data points and 
their approximated location is the best-fitting line. Such a line is said to fit the data in the least 
squares line.
The least squares method:
Then using this method the drag force becomes[32]:
F=a+PxV Equation II-7
Where:
ri Mx v Ix v f )
^  g ! ,  Of-1  Equation II-8
nZ V - ( Z V/
„ " Z VF-(S V& )  r ..
„ E v ' ^ v J  E < , u a , , 0 , , , l • 9
V and F stand respectively to the velocity and the force.
Using Mathematica 3.0 for the two velocities and Vz (0.10 and 0.15 m.s'1), a and p can be 
calculated as shown in appendix A.
Vertical Velocity (m/s)
a (N) P (kg/s)
0.10 -0.595017 44.6243
0.15 -1.34535 67.2675
Table 3: a and f) values
In order to determine if this approximation is acceptable, assuming that the induced error 
remains within a range of ± 20 %, the values and the percentage error are available in the 
following Table II-2.
Vertical Velocity (m/s) Actual Force (N) Approximated force (N) Percentagemax error
0.10 4.4 3.8 13.6%
0.15 10 8.5 15%
Table 4: Induced error
Both percentagemax errors are less than the 20% s e t . Therefore, the values of a and p can be 
used to solve the equation.
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I I .2  Q u a n t i t y  o f  w a t e r  r e q u ir e d
To estimate the feasibility of a ballast concept to control the vehicle, the amount of water 
required must be calculated. The aim of those computations is to apply a sufficient vertical 
velocity to the vehicle considering the worst conditions and therefore ensure that the vehicle 
will be able to follow the sea ground as closely and safely as possible.
To evaluate the amount of water the following assumption is made:
• Because the sea currents are unpredictable, the direction of the current will be taken 
always in the opposite sense of the vehicle motion.
Therefore, the term standing before the drag force due to the current will be negative.
Then taking this fact into account the required quantities of water can be computed as follow 
using Mathematica 3.0 [32] ( Figure 36).
< < Calculus' LaplaceTrana font
Clear[addetfenass, area, g, a ,  f t ,  cd, ¿mater, volume,
bitoyancynass, nassballast, h, t, s, lapl, lap 2, lag3, laj>4, laph, velocity, vc, a b ]
addechuss « 22.96;
p m t e r  ■= 1025;
area » 1.5x0.5;
volune - 0.0448;
vc » 0.1;
g  > 9.11;
cd  - 1.1667;
buoyaacynass - volume x p m t e r ; 
massballast » buoyancymass + ¿m; 
a  ■ -0.595017; 
f i .  44.i263;
lepl > LaplaceTrauf ( o n ( ( a d d e t e s i  + m s s b a l l a s t )  xk'[t] >•
massballast x g  -  buoyaacymass x g -  1 / 2 xpwater x a r e a x c d x  ( a  + 0xk'[t]) -  1 / 2 x paster x a r e a x c d x v c A 2, t, • ] ;  
lop2 - lapl/. {LaglaceTraaaforn[h[t ], t, ■] -*laph, h[0] -»0, k'[0] -» •): 
lap 3 . laph/. First[Solve[lap2 .« 0, lap*]] ; 
lap4 . 1 ^ 3  x s;
velocity * InverseLaplaceTraasform [lop4 , s, t] ; 
t - 100;
FiadRoot[velocity- 0.1, ( A ,  0)]
Figure 36 Mathematica 3.0 , quantities of water ccomputation
Vertical Velocity(m/s) Am(kg)
0.10 177.26
0.15 400.784
Table 5: results for the two velocity.
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Note:
• The velocity depends on the time but when t=100 seconds the final velocity is reached 
(It is, in fact, after several seconds).
• For every calculation, the z direction will be oriented in the direction of the vertical 
acceleration. (When the vehicle is sinking, z positive from the sea surface to deep water 
and when the vehicle is rising, z positive from the deep water to the sea surface).
II . 3  BALLAST CONCEPT CONCLUSION
The quantities of water needed to reach both diving velocities (0.1 m.s' 1 and 0.15 m.s'1) are 
about 180 and 400 litres. This amount is too big to be pumped in a few seconds and can not be 
stocked in a vehicle of about 150 litres. Furthermore the addition of external tanks is not 
appropriate because they would increase the projected area and the volume of displaced water 
and therefore increase both the drag force and the buoyancy.
This concept will not then be used as a main control system, but it might be used for creating a 
slightly positive or negative buoyancy needed at some stage of the vehicle evolution.
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TIT. DIRECTIONNAL WINGS
From submarine dynamic diving and foil review (Chapter 1: III.1.2.2 and III.2), a solution 
based on the use of directional wings, could be an alternative to the ballast shown to be 
unsuitable.
In this section we will study the angle of attack of the foil necessary to create a lift able to raise 
the vehicle over an obstacle.
111.1 A s s u m p t i o n :
From the ballast solution investigation, the same assumption will be made for the directional 
wing. The needed lift force (1740N) is been taken from the previous chapter “BALLAST 
CONCEPT” (Chapter 2 II) as well as the mass (177.26 kg ) of water required to create a 
vertical velocity of 0.10 m/s.
111.2  FOIL ANGULATIONS COMPUTATION:
From the hydrodynamics forces review (Chapter 1 III.2.2) the net lift FL is expressed as 
follows:
Fl = Cl(pV2/2)A Equation III-l
Where:
p is the density of the water 
V the velocity of the vehicle
A the foil area as the product of the span and the chord
Cl lift coefficient depending mainly on the shape and the angle of attack of the foil.
At a particular angle of attack, the net resultant 
force on the airfoil acts essentially 
perpendicularly to the chord line of the section, as 
shown in Figure 37. Resolving this force into 
vertical and horizontal components produces the 
true lift force Fl and the induced drag Fdi.
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Then the lift force becomes:
Fl = Cl (/?V2/2)A. COS (a ) Equation III-2
The density of the water assumed to be constant as: p = 1025 kg/m3 
And taking a towing speed of 4 knots (2.0 m/s)
The lift coefficient Cl is calculated for several NACA sections at several angles of attack using 
the NASA Glenn FoilSim II software (beta 1.4 version):
[Stall Mode 
Save Geom
[ 0  667 | Newtons ▼ j
Input Output
1 .......  I
Output Plots
Probe
Lift Meter
Airfoil
Figure 38 Glenn FoilSim II software 
From the lift coefficients of the NACA 0010, 0015, 0020 and 0025 it is possible to determine
the required horizontal section area of the directional wing, to raise a vehicle of a global
section area of 0.75m2 at a O.lOm/s vertical velocity
Case 1: NACA0025
The following table gives the necessary horizontal section area to create a lift force of 1740N 
which is the low limit force needed to raise the vehicle at O.lm/s velocity as explained in the 
“ballast concept” (chapter 2 II.2).
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Those calculations were perfomed using “Glenn FoilSim II software” with a vehicle velocity 
of 2 m/s (4knots) and a water density of 1025kg/m3
angle (°) 5 7.5 10 12.5 15 17.5 20
Cl 0.667 0.999 1.33 1.602 1.734 1.655 1.31
Area (m2) 0.817 0.548 0.414 0.335 0.284 0.247 0.221
Table 6 Necessary section area for a NACA 0025
For example:
Figure 39 Flapper wing
A main foil sample of 1.5x0.5m will need to be angled at less than 7.5 degrees to create the
necessary lift. The rotation of the wing could have been done using a flapper as wing 
Case 2: NACA0015
angle (°) 5 7.5 10 12.5 15 17.5 20
Cl 0.623 0.933 1.242 1.5 1.62 1.546 1.223
Area (m2) 0.875 0.587 0.444 0.359 0.304 0.265 0.236
Table 7 Necessary section area for a NACA 0015
The difference between the NACA 0025 and the NACA 0015 is less than 10%
III.3 D ir e c t i o n a l  w in g s  c o n c l u s i o n
The calculation of the required angle of attack, gives an estimation of the feasibility of this 
solution as directional wings. In fact this solution using the angle of attack to create a lift is 
more realistic than the ballast system
This design would need to be driven by a close loop control system including: sonar to 
constantly measure the vehicle-seafloor distance, flapper wing or rotation wings activated by 
motor to create the lift and raise of the vehicle. A PLC controller would be need to manage the 
system.
However the complexity and cost of this solution made it unsuitable for the vehicle designed.
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IV. GROUND EFFECT WING
IV . 1 Th e  g r o u n d  e f f e c t
Both ballast and directional wings were shown to be unsuitable. Therefore a new concept of 
underwater ground effect was developed.
The aim of this study is to design a stable wing pulled over the sea bed at an operational 
distance.
The profile of the wing has to create a “hydrodynamic effect” capable to maintain a constant 
distance between the seabed and the wing.
The concept is based on the fact that a positive delta pressure between upper and under surface 
of the foil create a positive hydrodynamic force “Fh” which will rise the wing.
AP — Punder Pupper ^0
Assuming that the vehicle could be designed with the following specification:
• A fixed slightly negative buoyancy
• A hydrodynamic stable shape on “free water” when far from the seabed (AP=0, Fh=0) 
Figure IV-1
• A shape creating hydrodynamic ground effect when close to the seabed so (AP>0, Fh>0) 
Therefore three dynamics states of the wing could be established Figure 40
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1. If the vehicle is far from the ground, the hydrodynamic stability of the shape in “free 
water” (Fh=0) added to the fixed negative buoyancy of the vehicle (Fb<0) gives Fh+Fb<0. 
So the vehicle will move close to the seabed.
2. If the vehicle is at a working distance from the seabed, the ground effect creates a slightly 
positive AP (Fh>0) which would cancel the slickly negative buoyancy (Fb<0) so Fh+Fb=0, 
therefore the vehicle will stay at a constant distance from the seabed.
3. If the vehicle is to close too the seabed, the ground effect creates a highly positive AP 
(F h » 0 ) which would overtake the slightly negative buoyancy (Fb<0) so Fh+Fb>0, 
therefore the vehicle will move away from the seabed.
In the following section different wing profiles will be tested to assess their “underwater
ground effect properties”
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I V .2  S im u l a t i o n :
To establish the feasibility of such a concept, different foils sections have to be considered to 
assess their underwater ground effect ability.
Therefore, to choose the most efficient foil section (stable on free water and creating 
hydrodynamic ground effect when close to the seabed), the following simulations were made 
using Computational Fluid Dynamics (C.F.D.) software (Ansys-Flotran).
IV.2.1 First simulation
[23] [24] [35] [36] [37] [38]
IV.2.1.1 Foil sections
The first wing profile to be tested is the classic NACA Section. The NACA section is generally 
used for airplane wings and marine foils.
With x axis positioned on chord dimension, y axis positioned on thickness dimension, and z 
axis positioned on span dimension
All the following models will have different design but similar dimensions.
Foil 01: NACA 0025 one of the mostly used NACA
Chord: 0.5m
Max Camber: 0 % of chord
Position of the max Camber: Ox 1/10 of chord
Thickness: 25 % of chord
"=> Symmetric wing on the horizontal (xz) plan
Foil 02: HALF - NACA 0025
Chord: 0.5m
Max Camber: 0 % of chord
Position of the max Camber: Ox 1/10 of chord
Thickness: 25 % of chord
■=> Non symmetric wing on the horizontal (xz) plan
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IV.2.1.2 Simulation Input data
The simulation will be undertaken using FLOTRAN from ANSYS.
The following parameters will be applied:
• Fluid property: Fluid density: 1020 kg/m3
Incompressible 
Viscosity: 0.001003 Kg/m-s
• Environmental pressure conditions: 10 bar (about 100m depth)
• Fluid velocity: 2 m/s
• Element used: 2D flow element FLUID 141
• Reynolds number: Re=pVL/|i
p : Density 1020 Kg/m3 
V: Velocity 2 m/s 
L: wing chord 0.5 m 
p.: Viscosity 0.001003 Kg/m-s 
=> Re= 1.02 E+6
=> Turbulent flow (Re > 1 E+5)
• Boundary conditions
The literature review presented previously in “Chapter 1 III.2.3.2” concerning Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (C.F.D.) on aerodynamics ground effect showed that the accurate and realistic 
condition to simulate the real conditions of ground effect is the 'ground moving' condition.
u .  ------- ► : u_
i -
G round velocity = zero Ground velocity =
(c) ‘Ground stationary’ (d) ‘Ground moving’
Figure 42 Ground Simulation
Therefore the “ground moving” boundary conditions are:
Fluid velocity on the foils surface : 0 m/s 
Fluid velocity on the ground surface : 2 m/s
Print-screens of the simulation process (model geometry, loading, boundary conditions) are 
available in Appendix B.
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Figure 43 Mesh distribution representation
Enlarged display of the mesh is available in Appendix D.
RESULTS AND COMMENTS of the NACA section 0025
Figure 44 Free ground results Figure 45 Ground proximity results
More results of C.F.D conducted on pressure and lift are available on appendix E and F,
respectively.
Free water configuration:
> This design is stable in free water. Therefore it is possible to expect a sinking motion of 
the wing due to a negative buoyancy.
Close Ground configuration:
> Closer to the ground, the pressure distribution stays homogenous on the upper surface.
> Pressure is lower on the under surface than on the upper surface of the wing. Therefore 
the wing is going to be sucked to the bottom.
> Considering only the lower surface of the foil, the low-pressure distribution is located 
at the decreasing thickness of the section.
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RESULTS AND COMMENTS of the Half NACA section 0025
Figure 46 Free ground results Figure 47 Ground proximity results
More results of C.F.D conducted on pressure around the foil section are available on appendix
Free water configuration:
> This design is not stable in free water, therefore, it not possible to expect a sinking 
motion of the wing using negative buoyancy
Close Ground configuration:
> There is no major effect on the pressure distribution on the wing surface.
From those simulations it will be assumed that the expected wing should have an xz plan of 
symmetry to be stable on free water but the shape may be different to a classic NACA section.
IV.2.2 Second simulation
Using the conclusion from the previous simulation, different wings sections will be tested.
Any further simulation will be undertaken using the same parameters as the first simulation.
Two symmetrical profiles are tested to assess their stability in free water evolution (ellipse and 
diamond section)
Foil 03: Ellipse section:
Chord: 0.5 m
Max Thickness: 0.125 m
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RESULTS AND COMMENTS of the Ellipse section:
Figure 48 Free ground results Figure 49 Ground proximity results
More results of C.F.D conducted on pressure around the foil section are available on appendix
Free water configuration:
> This design is stable in free water. Therefore it is possible to expect a sinking motion of 
the wing due to a negative buoyancy.
Close Ground configuration:
> Closer to the ground, the pressure distribution stays homogenous on the upper surface.
>  Pressure is lower on the under surface than on the upper surface of the wing. Therefore 
the wing is going to be sucked to the bottom
> The pressure is higher on the front lower surface, than on the middle and back of the 
section
> Considering only the lower surface of foil, the low-pressure distribution is located at 
the decreasing thickness of the section.
The fact than the pressure is not homogenous on the lower surface is more accentuated than 
with aNACA 0025.
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Foil 04: Diamond section:
Chord: 0.5m
Max Thickness: 0.125 m
RESULTS AND COMMENTS of the Diamond section:
Figure 50 Free ground results Figure 51 Ground proximity results
More results of C.F.D conducted on pressure, lift and turbulence around the foil section are 
available on appendix E, F and G, respectively.
Free water configuration:
>  This design is stable on free water. Therefore it is possible to expect a sinking motion 
of the wing due to a negative buoyancy.
Close Ground configuration:
>  Closer to the ground, the pressure distribution stays homogenous on the upper surface.
>  The pressure is very high at the first third of the lower surface.
>  Considering only the lower surface of foil, the low-pressure distribution is located at 
the beginning of the decreasing thickness of the section.
The fact than the pressure is not homogenous on the under surface is more accentuated than 
with an ellipse. Also, there is more surface under high pressure than under low pressure.
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From the previous simulations it is possible to assume than any symmetrical section on the 
horizontal plane will be stable on free water. Therefore only close ground configuration will be 
made on following simulations.
Also, in both design, diamond and ellipse shape, the high and low-pressure distribution are 
respectively located on the increasing and decreasing part of the section.
In conclusion, the under pressure distribution could be developed in two different ways:
1. Increase the instability of the foils (high pressure at front and low pressure at the 
back).Therefore, the objective would be to apply a sufficient rotation momentum 
around Z, and obtain the adequate angle of attack able to create a raising lift. However, 
by increasing the low pressure at the back of the under surface would sink the wing to 
the bottom. There is no way to predict which of these occurrences will be predominant, 
consequently, this development will not be taken into consideration.
2. Increase the surface of the foils subjected to high pressure in order to raise the vehicle 
by hydrodynamic effect. This option was chosen for further development.
IV.2.3 Third simulations
Taking in consideration the previous simulations results and comments, further wings sections 
were tested to develop the feasibility of hydrodynamic effect able to raise the vehicle.
At first, a foil which combines a diamond front and an ellipse tail were tested, followed by the 
study of a “reversed NACA”. Those both designs were chosen to have the decreasing thickness 
of the section as far back as possible. Therefore it expected to have the maximum under surface 
of the foils subjected to high pressure.
Foil 05: mixed of diamond & ellipse section:
Chord: 0.5m
Max Thickness: 0.125 m
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RESULTS AND COMMENTS of the half diamond half ellipse section:
Fluid motion 
»
Foil motion
Figure 52 Ground proximity results
More results of C.F.D conducted on pressure around the foil section are available on appendix
Close Ground configuration:
> The pressure on the upper surface is higher on the front than a on the back.
> The pressure on the first third of the section is much higher on the under surface than 
on the upper one. With about 3000 N/m2 difference between both surfaces at the same 
abscissa.
> The pressure at the beginning of the second half of the section is lower on the under 
surface than on the upper one. With about 1000-1500 N/m2 difference between both 
surfaces at the same abscissa.
From this simulation, it can be concluded that this design which combines a diamond front and 
an ellipse tail is not able to create the hydrodynamic effect necessary to raise the vehicle.
Foil 06: reverse NACA 0025:
Chord: 0.5m
Max Camber: 0 % of chord
Position of the max Camber: 0 1/10 of chord
Thickness: 25 % of chord
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RESULTS AND COMMENTS of the reverse NACA 0025:
Fluid motion 
»
F o il m o tio n
Figure 53 Ground proximity results 
More results of C.F.D conducted on pressure, lift and turbulence around the foil section are 
available on appendix E, F and G, respectively.
Close Ground configuration:
> The pressure on the upper surface is higher on the front.
> The pressure, on the full length of the section, is higher on the bottom surface than on 
the top one. With about 4500 N/m2 at the front and 1000 to 500N/m2 difference 
between both surfaces at the back.
From this simulation, we conclude than this design using a reversed NACA 0025 upside down 
generates a delta pressure between the upper and the lower surface of the foil, this should 
create the necessary force to raise the vehicle.
IV.2.4 Fourth simulations
Using the conclusion from the previous simulation, a final wing section was tested.
The aim of the following design is to create a maximum surface under high pressure to raise 
the vehicle by hydrodynamic effect.
Foil 08: HALF diamond section:
Chord: 0.25m 
Max Thickness: 0.1 m
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RESULTS AND COMMENTS of the HALF diamond section
Figure 54 Ground proximity results
More results of C.F.D conducted on pressure, lift and turbulence around the foil section are 
available on appendix E, F and G, respectively.
Close Ground configuration:
> The pressure is, at any abscissa, higher on the under surface than on the upper one.
> However, lots of turbulences are created on the trailing edge
From this simulation, it can be concluded than the wing will rise due to the hydrodynamics 
“ground effect”. But the created turbulences would create an instability dynamic of the wing.
IV. 3 CONCLUSION:
Those simulations of ground effect have shown the behaviours of different wing sections 
depending on the position. It was shown that the variation of lift is directly dependant on the 
shape of the wings.
From the results of the different simulations, only two shapes (the reverse-NACA and the 
diamond shape) were selected for further research.
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CHAPTER 3 : TESTING
I. INTRODUCTION
From the simulations, some designs demonstrate a possibility to create ground effect, and the 
feasibility of rising the vehicle when it is too close to the ground. Now this assumption must be 
confirmed by testing some of the most promising designs.
Firstly, a test facility and models had to be designed and built to be able to carry out tests. 
Secondly, the tests were to be conducted in three steps:
The 1st step was to test the reactivity of the foil sections in “free water” and “ground 
proximity” using a “straight wing” at neutral buoyancy to explore only the hydrodynamic 
effect.
The 2nd step was to test some foils geometries including variation of aspect ratio, sweep back 
angle and dihedral angle parameters to establish the lateral stability of the vehicle.
The 3rd step was to test the most successful models of previous steps with a slickly negative 
buoyancy to keep the vehicle close to the bottom using towing configuration similar to the 
reality.
Due to time constraints for the project, only the first step was be carried out. The others steps 
could be done as part of a subsequent project.
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II. TEST FACILITY
FACILITY REQUIREMENT:
> The test facility should be able to be manufactured and used in the workshop of the 
GMIT.
> Velocity of the test facility: a scale factor should be used to evaluate the right testing
velocity depending on:
• The test facility dimensions,
The models dimensions
The towing velocity of the final device at real life.
>  Model dimension: this parameter will be influenced by the facility characteristics and by 
the manufacturing process carried out using the workshop facilities of the GMIT.
> Test pressure: the water is assumed to be uncompressible fluid, so it will be assumed 
that the pressure of the test condition do not affect the results.
Hydrodynamic test are generally conducted using two types of facilities, the first one is the 
“water tunnel” facility using fluid in motion and a fixed tested model, the second one is a 
“towing tank” using a moving model through a tank of water.
I I . l  General  d e sc riptio n  o f  existing
FACILITIES
II. 1.1 Example of water tunnel
This facility is primarily used for flow visualization and low Reynolds number turbulent flow 
experiments. It has also been used to examine the structure of a 3-D turbulent boundary layer 
using laser-Doppler velocimetry (LDV) and hydrogen-bubble flow visualization. [39]
The water is circulated through 457mm diameter PVC piping to a rectangular path roughly 
4.6m x 6.7m using an Ingersoll-Rand axial pump driven by a 7.35kw motor. The motor is 
controlled using a Toshiba TOSVERT-130 H/Hl transistorised inverter. The total water 
capacity of this facility is approximately 4.5m3. The tunnel is supported 1.2m above the 
laboratory floor using an aluminium channel frame with plywood supports.
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The pump unit specified for the water tunnel has a capacity of approximately 0.07 m3/s
Direction
HoneyaxTb.
Sectkn
LUVtttM
axJmBng m*ün« »çport
I
I
Figure 55 water tunnel [39]
As settling chamber two honeycomb sections and six turbulence screens are used to remove 
flow swirl. The flow passes through a 1.6:1 ratio contraction as it enters the test section. A 
third section of honeycomb is positioned upstream of the pump inlet, to further isolate the 
pump pressure fluctuations from the test section flow. This facility is suitable for flow speeds 
from 0.2 to 0.45m/s.
Advantages:
The dimension of this water tunnel is manageable.
Disadvantages
The pump unit rate of flow is very high, which require an expensive pump (~5000€)
This type of facilities with a fluid moving around a fixed foil model and ground is in 
contradiction with the real conditions.
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II. 1.2 Example of water towing tank
The facility consists of a water tank with glass walls and a towing trolley running on rails 
mounted above the tank on independent bearings. The water in the tank is at rest. Models 
attached to the trolley can be towed under water with constant or variable speed. The facility is 
powered by an electrical 7 kW-DC-motor [41].
Technical D ata:
Facility
Models
Field of 
Application
Measurement
Figure 56 Front view of the water towing-tank
Test section size: Cross-section 1,1m x 1, lm; length 18m 
Minimum velocity: 0,01 m/s, maximum velocity: 5 m/s 
Reynold's Number taken for lm: 5*106
Typical size: span: 0,15 - 0,6 m, length 1-2 m,
Fundamental experiments on boundary layer transition and separation, 
Investigation of separated flows and vortex flows(e.g. slot flows, tunnel 
entrances, ground effects)
Hydrogen bubble visualization, particle image velocimetry (PIV). 
Velocity measurement 
Pressure measurements
Data is saved and processed on-line with a graphical computer program
Figure 57 Water Towing Tank in Gottingen
Advantages:
The towing of the trolley is not expensive(only a motor belt cable and pulley)
This type of facilities with a foil model moving in a fixed fluid on top of a fixed ground is in 
accordance with the real conditions.
Disadvantages
This water tunnel is approximately 18m long, which is compatible with the space available
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IL 2 Sim ila r ity  to the real  co n d itio n
The literature review on ground effect aerodynamics establishes that the appropriate condition 
to simulate the conditions of ground effect is the 'ground moving' condition. For the test this 
condition should also be taken into consideration to choose the right testing facility. [24]
G ro u n d  v e lo c ity  = zero  G ro u n d  v e lo c ity  = U_
(c) ‘Ground stationary’ (d) ‘Ground moving’
Figure 58 ground effect simulation
In this case, the most suitable facility would be the water towing tank, which will satisfy the 
condition of “ground moving”(d) relatively to the wing, in opposition to the water tunnel 
generating a “stationary ground”(c). Even if the viscosity of water is nearly negligible the non­
respect of this condition could influence accuracy and realism of the tests due to the proximity 
of the ground.
The towing tank will give a further opportunity to visualise the wing behaviour in motion 
above a non-flat ground surface.
Cost estimate of the different testing facilities:
• The water-tunnel appears to be expensive. This cost is mainly due to the high flow 
rate pump which should cost around 5000 Euros. Also most of the piping work 
would have to be processed outside of the institute, leading to some extra cost.
• The towing tank would need a basic three-phase motor and inverter for less than 500 
Euros. Also the main part of metal work could be process at the GMIT workshop.
Motor / Pump cost Metal work Total material estimated cost
Water tunnel solution High flow rate pump 5000€ 4000€ 9000€
Towing tank solution Motor & Inverter 500 € 4000€ 4500€
Table 8 Quotation summary
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113 Influ en ce  o f  the scale
II.3.1 Conservation of the Reynold’s number:
in the following discussion, the real life device will be referred as Prototype and the scaled 
model used for testing will be referred as model.
Previous studies [20] [22] have shown the Reynolds number of the model (Rem) and prototype 
(Rep) must be equal:
R e « —Re/? 
f p V d \  J p V d \
I M ), v
Where: p is the fluid density
V is the vehicle velocity 
d is the vehicle dimension 
ji is the fluid viscosity
Therefore, the model velocity should be
t /  t / - P p d p jJ m
V m — V p  --------
P m d m fip
Equation II-l 
Equation II-2
Equation II-3
In this study:
Chord(mm) Span(mm) Thickness(mm) Model Scale
Prototype
dimension
1600 2000 410 1/10
800 1000 205 1/5
Model dimension 160 200 41
Table 9 Model scale
From the previous equation, with sf as the scale ratio:
d p U m
dm  fJ.p S f
Therefore
V - V* m — — 7 "
s f
Equation II-4
Equation II-5
If the scale ratio is between 1/5 and 1/10 the model velocity must be between 5 and 10 times 
the prototype velocity. This result mean than the testing facility should have a minimal velocity 
in between lOm/s and 20m/s considering the real life velocity of 2m/s (4knots)
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This constraint makes the realisation of the test difficult. Furthermore, in the ground effect 
study, other parameters such as the distance between the wing and the ground have to be taken 
into consideration.
Consequently, CFD simulation was done to observe the influence of these parameters on the 
validity of the test.
II.3.2 CFD simulation to observe influence of the scale
In this study, the vehicle is moving close to the ground and not in “free water”. Therefore, the 
influence of the distance between the wing and the ground is of prime importance. In order to 
estimate the influence of the global scale ratio (scale between the wing and its environment) 
and the velocity of the model, some simulations were undertaken.
II.3.2.1 Influence of the global scale ratio:
This simulation was done to evaluate the influence of the global scale factor on the pressure 
distribution, using a constant fluid velocity.
Fluid
Reverse naca0025 scale: 1/3 
Chord: 166mm 
Ground/foil distance: 0.033m
Reverse naca0025 scale: 1/1 
Chord: 500mm 
Ground/foil distance: 0.1 m
REV-NACA 0025 Wing-ground Global Scale factor delta Pressure Velocity
chord (mm) distance (mm) (Pa) (m/s)
166 33 1/3 1674 1
500 100 1/1 1652 1
Table 10 Global scaling factor influence
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We can conclude, from table 1-1, that, at constant velocity, the scale of the model has no 
influence on the delta pressure, as long as the same scale ratio is applied to the distance 
between the wing and the ground.
In conclusion, if the global geometry has been modelled proportionally to the real dimensions, 
there is no need to modify the velocity to ensure the validity of the test.
II.3.2.2 Influence of the velocity:
This simulation has been done to estimate the influence of the velocity on the pressure 
distribution, without scale factor variation.
Reverse naca0025 velocity: 1 m/s 
Chord 166mm,
Ground/foil distance: 0.033m
Reverse naca0025 velocity: 1.5 m/s 
Chord 166mm,
Ground/foil distance: 0.033m
Reverse naca0025 velocity: 2 m/s 
Chord 166mm,
Ground/foil distance: 0.033m
Velocity Minimal Pressure Maximal Pressure Delta Pressure
m/s Pa Pa Pa
1 -1057 617 1674
1.5 -2457 1399 3856
2 -4357 2497 6854
Table 11 Velocity influence
Fluid motion Foil motion
Figure 11-60 V elocity va riation
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From those data, we a relation between the velocity and the pressure:
APi 5/APi= 2.31 ~ 1.52 (1.5/1=1.5) 
AP2/APi.5= 1.76 ~ 1.342 (2/1.5=1.34) 
AP2/APi= 4.09 ~ 22 (2/1=2)
So from those considerations, and in this situation :
If V l=x.V 2 => APi=x2.(AP2)
II.4 DESIGN
Figure 61 Global view of the towing tank
II.4.1 Tank design
The design of the tank is based on existing water tank and, for budget reason, was 
manufactured within the institute workshop
Figure 62 3D View of one tank section
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H.4.1.1 USHAPE SECTION
Four “U shape” sections, ordered from an external company, were bent from 5mm thick steel 
sheets. Each section had been reinforced in the GMIT workshop using steel box section bars 
50mmx50mm on the extremity. This construction process will assure general tank rigidity.
11.4.1.2 WINDOWS
Safety glass (8 mm thick) were fixed on the inside of the “U shape” using silicone “evo-stick” 
glue.
See detailed drawing in APPENDIX H
11.4.1.3 LINER
A liner was used on the inside of the overall tank to avoid water leaking.
II.4.2 Towing system design
II.4.2.1 RAIL
Figure 63 Rail view Figure 64 section of the rail assembly
The rail assembly is made of a 12m long main beam using steel box bar 80x40mm. Two 12m 
tubes (20mm diameter) were welded to an intermediate machined support to assure the 
parallelism all along the length of the rails. Also traverse box bars (1000x25x50mm) were 
welded at intervals of one meter on top of the main box beam in order to be able to lay the rail 
on top of the tank.
See detailed drawing in APPENDIX I
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Figure 65 Trolley assembly Figure 66 rail and trolley assembly
A long four wheels trolley has been designed to increase longitudinal stability.
See detailed drawing in APPENDIX J
11.4.2.3 FOIL / TROLLEY LINKAGE
The link between the trolley an the wing has been designed to be 
able to adjust, from test to test, the distance between the wing and 
the ground.
That link part had been made of cylindrical bar diameter 5mm; 
total immerged length: 1150 mm
The adjustment of the distance between the wing and the ground, 
can be made by adding or suppressing washer at the assembly 
between this part and the trolley
At this stage, the proposed design allow only one degree of 
freedom to the foil, this chose had be done to simplify test 
development.
Figure 67 Foil / trolley linkage
11.4.2.4 PROTECTIVE COATING
All steel parts of the structure were painted with a primer, as a protective coating, and a finish 
coating for corrosion protection.
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II. 5 M otor an d  re d u ctio n  sy ste m
SELECTION
Motor and reduction system have to be able to support the testing request conditions.
11.5.1 Velocity requirement:
CO =  V  / R p Equation II-6
Where:
to is Radius velocity of the towing pulley 
V : test velocity 2 m/s 
Rp is the pulley radius (0.1m) 
therefore :
(0 = 20 rad/s
11.5.2 Required torque at the towing pulley
II.5.2.1 Generals equations:
Tp = Fp.Rp Equation II-7
Fc =  T|c/p- Fp Equation II-8
Also:
Towing
2 FORCES = INERTIAL FORCES 
D  + Ft — F0 = -Ma Equation II-9
Therefore :
Figure 68 Transmission schema
Fc = Ma + D + Ft Equation 11-10
Where:
Tp : is the torque of the pulley (N.m)
Fp is the force of the pulley at its radius (N)
Rp is the pulley radius (m)
Fc is the cable force create by contact with the pulley and applied to the trolley (N) 
ric/p is the cable/pulley system efficiency
pulley motor R1
pulley R2
cable
pulley R3
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D : drag force of the immerged body (N)
Ft is the friction force due to the contact between the trolley and the rail(N)
M is the mass of the moving parts (trolley and emerged body) (kg) 
a is the acceleration of the moving parts (trolley and emerged body) (m/s2)
II.5.2.2 Estimation of the drag force due to the foil tested and the link between the 
trolley and the foil:
The drag force of the immerge body must be calculated using, as typical foil tested, a NACA 
0025 (chord: 1600mm span:200mm) and as link between the trolley and the foil a cylindrical 
bar (diameter 5mm; total immerged length: 1150 mm).
The drag force equation is as follow:
D = -^C d x  p x J ^ x S  Equation 11-11
With: D : drag force (N)
Cd : drag coefficient function of the geometry and the Reynolds number)
Foil Naca 0025 about: 0.05 
Cylinder about: 1 
p : density of the water (1000 kg/m3 fresh water)
V : test velocity 2 m/s
S: surface of the part creating drag (m2)
Naca 0025 chord 160 span 200mm = 0.0769 m2 
Cylinder <t> 5mm length 1150mm = 0.0181m2
Drag force Naca 0025 fo il:
Df0ii= 0.5x 0.05 x 1000 x 22 x 0.0769 
Dfoii= 7.69 N
Drag of the immerged link between the foil and the trolley:
D o 5mm =0.5xlxl000x22x0.0181 
Do 5mm— 36.2 N
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Total drag force :
Do 50mm+ Do 5mm= 7.69 + 36.2 = 43.9 N
11.5.2.3 Estimation of the trolley / rail friction force
Ffriction = Q R /Ra Equation 11-12
Where:
Q is vertical force equal to Masse multiplied by the gravity (4.5 x 9.81 = 44,1 N) 
(j, is the Friction coefficient nylon/steel (0.55)
Ra is the external radius of the trolley wheel (Ra=40 mm)
R = internal radius of the trolley wheels (R=4 mm)
Therefore:
Ffriction = 4 4 ,1  x 0 . 5 5  x 4 / 4 0  = 2 . 4  N
11.5.2.4 Estimation of the trolley inertial force:
Trolley inertial force = mtr .a Equation II-13
Where:
mn-: is the trolley mass 4kg 
a : is the trolley acceleration2m/s2 
Therefore:
Trolley inertial force = 4.5x2 = 9 N
11.5.2.5 Estimation of the cable force
From Equation II-5 , and using previous calculations results as :
M a= 9 N 
D=43.9 N 
Ft=2.4 N
Therefore:
Fc = 55.3 N
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II.5.2.6 Force, torque, angular velocity need at the towing pulley
Considering r|c/p as the cable/pulley system efficiency of 0.90
from Equation II-3 F c = r|c/p. Fp Equation n-14
FpOl =  F c /  T)c/p Equation II-15
Therfore :
Fpoi = 61.4N
11.5.2.6.1 T orque:
From Equation II-7 and with Pulley radius Rpoi = 0.1 m 
Therefore :
Tpoi= 6.14 Nm
11.5.2.6.2 Radius velocity (w ):
From Equation 11-16 and with linear velocity V= 2m/s
Therefore :
co = 20 rad/s
II.5.3 Motor choice
Power required for this application :
From the following equation:
P m o t o r  —  T m o t o r  X  COm o t o r  Equation 11-17
Using the results of previous calculation that 
co = 20 rad/s
Tpoi= 6.14Nm which equal Tmotor
Therefore :
P m o t o r  = 123 W or 0.123 kW 
A motor was available in the Institute workshop. Its characteristics are :
Tri-phases Marelli m otor:
Power: 0.55 kw 
Nominal Velocity : 2730 rpm 
Nominal Torque : 1.9 Nm 
Nominal intensity In 4oovy: 1-44 A 
Nominal intensity In 2 3ova: 2.5 A 
This motor must be able to answer to the specified requirement.
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II.5.4 Transmission system design
Considering a system with 3 pulleys with:
Ti the torque, Ri the radius, CO] radius 
velocity of the pulley on the motor shaft 
driving a first belt
T2  the torque, R2 the radius, co2 radius 
velocity of the pulley driven by the belt
first belt Figure 69 transmission schema
T3 the torque, R3=0 .1 m the radius, CO3
radius velocity of the pulley driving the towing cable, moving the trolley 
Fbeit the belt force and Vbeit the linear belt velocity applied to the pulley 1 and 2  
Fcabie the cable resistant force and Vcabie the linear cable velocity applied to the pulley3  
From the facility requirement:
Fcable — Fpulley 01 — 61.4 N
=> T3 = 6.14 Nm d u e t o R 3 =0.1m
Vcabie = 2 m/s
=> (0 3  = 2 0  rad/s due to R3 = 0 . lm
From the characteristics of the motor:
T, = 1.9 Nm 
It is also established th a t:
co2= C0 3  ; T s =  T2 because the pulley 2 and 3 are on the same shaft 
■=> T3= T 2=6.14Nm  
■=> co2= C0 3  = 2 0  rad/s 
also : Fbeit ~ Ti/Ri=T2/R2 
so : T 1/ T2= Rj/R2
and because: Ti=T2 => T 1 / T3= Ri/R2 
which mean th a t:
R i/R2= 1.9/6.14 = 0.309 
So with if Rl = 30 mm R2= 97 mm
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For this table it is decided to use R1 = 34 mm and R2 = 100 mm so Ti required < Ti available 
Motor velocity:
Vbelt = COi x Ri = (02 x R2 
So : to] = ( 0 2  x R2 / Ri 
with o)3 = <m2 = 20 rad/s =191 min'1
=> to, = 191 / 0.309 
<=> coi = 618min'1
Summary :
RI = 30mm 
R2 = 100mm 
R3 = 100mm
Figure 70 Transmission design
11.5.5 Motor speed control system
To assume the control of the motor on acceleration, steady velocity then deceleration, an 
inverter must be used.
The Telemecanique ALTIVAR 28 referenced ATV28HU41M2U has been chosen which is 
able to drive a motor up to 2.2 kW in case of upgrading the towing tank.
Towing tank drawing an the inverter characteristics are available in APPENDIX H
11.5.6 Global view of the towing tank
Figure 71 General view of the towing tank
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Manufactured testing facility
Figure 75
II.5.7
Inside view of the towing tank partially on water, including the rail and the trolley:
Record visualisation system
A digital camcorder Sony DCR TRV 325 as been
Camera characteristics:
800 000 pixels
optical zoom x 25
horizontal resolution 500 lines
chosen to record the experiments.
Figure 76 Sony DCR TRV 325
Also the “black room” must be established around the camera to avoid reflection on the 
windows. Therefore, the recorded light is coming only from the top of the towing-tank
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Figure 77 General view of the towing tank, and the outside of the black room which is located under
bleu plastic cover:
ËSE&. ,
Figure 78 View of the testing area from the inside of the black room:
II.5.8 Total cost
The cost of the towing tank as been estimate at a 7000 euros value.
Item cost
4x Ushape sections 4000€
Steel work Material 1000€
Trolley and Towing equipment 250€
Motor inverter 300€
Video Camera 1100€
Accessories 350€
Table 12 Detail cost of the test facilities
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III. PROTOTYPES
I I I .l  D e sig n  constraints:
Following the Computational Flow Dynamics simulations and the analytical studies, several 
profiles have been chosen for experimentation.
Models specification:
1. Each model must be designed with neutral buoyancy, to be able to analyse the 
comportment of the foil due to hydrodynamic effect without buoyancy force influence.
2. The models should be corrosion resistant and have a good behaviour in water.
3. The foils should be economical to manufacture.
4. Every hydrofoils must be designed to have a similar dimension and so able to be 
compared.
III. 2 M aterial:
Taking the models specification into account, the composite material made of fibreglass and 
polyester resin had been chosen to manufacture the submarine wings. [42][43][44][45][46][47]
The resin is mixed with fibreglass in a simple fabrication process which requires no expensive 
equipment. Also for a 40% glass fibre composite material, the rough estimate of the tensile 
strength is approximately equal to 150 MPa and the flexural strength equal to 190 MPa. Glass- 
reinforced polyester is used in building applications such as cladding panels, marine industry, 
car bodies and surfboards.
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III. 3 H ydrofoils:
III.3.1 Hydrodynamic profiles:
On completion of the tests, the most successful foil section will be selected according to the 
following criteria:
> Ability to create a lift when it flies to close to the ground.
As a first approach, only the section on the XY plane of the foil will be modified. The section 
on the XZ plane will be a basic rectangle.
Models are shown on Figure 78
Figure 79 Diamond and NACA section models
Note : X-axis defines the chord of the section, Y-axis defines the thickness of the section and 
Z-axis defines the span of the wing.
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III.4  N eutral buoyancy  specificatio ns  :
III.4.1 Buoyancy:
As mentioned previously, the models must have a neutral buoyant at the operational depth. 
Overall buoyancy is not the only factor to be considered: the stability of the vehicle in the 
water is also important. Indeed, there are two constraints on the centres of mass and buoyancy, 
which a submersible vessel must obey (Chapter 1 III. 1.3):
1. The centre of buoyancy and the centre of gravity of the vessel must lie on a common 
vertical line. Were these to lie on different vertical lines, they would create a torque, 
which would rotate the vessel.
2. The centre of gravity of the vessel must be below the centre of buoyancy.
m.4.1.1 Determination o f the foils weight
The density of the polyester resin is 1863.1 kg/m3
Using CAD modelling it is possible to estimate easily the displaced volume of water of each 
wing. Indeed, the volume of the foil wing is equal to the displaced volume of water. 
Considering that the purpose of our project is to design wings with neutral buoyancy, the only 
constraint is that the wing must have a global density of 1000 kg/m3. This density is calculated 
in terms of material mass divided by the displaced volume of water (also called total volume).
NACA 0025 neutral buoyancy specification:
The volume of the foil can be estimated using 3D CAD computation. This volume is also in 
this case the volume of the displaced water = 8.777xl0'4 m3
>  Density of water = 1000 kg/m3
> Total wing mass needed = 1000x8.777x10'4 = 0.877 kg 
Lozenge neutral buoyancy specification:
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The volume of the foil can be estimated using 3D CAD computation. This volume is also in 
this case the volume of the displaced water = 6,5 6x1 O'4 m3
> Density of water = 1000 kg/m3
> Total wing mass needed = 1000x6.56x1 O'4 = 0.656 kg
III. 5 M anufacturing  process:
in.5.1 Shaping technique:
IIL5.1.1 Rigid polyurethane foam:
There is a lot of different polyurethane foam, which can be manufactured, in an extremely wide 
range of grades, densities (from 6 kg/m3 to 1220 kg/m3) and polymer stiffness from very 
flexible elastomer to rigid hard plastic. For this application, rigid polyurethane foam has been 
used to avoid melting due to polyester resin. The applications of rigid polyurethane foam are 
very large such as in construction, in the refrigeration industry, in plumbing and chemical 
plant, in ships and boats where foam fills a cavity to form a sandwich structure, in surfboards 
where a block of polyurethane is shaped and then covered with fibre glass and polyester resin 
to form the outer shell. The last application is called the shaping technique.
111.5.1.2 Core shaping:
The first step is to cut a block of rigid polyurethane foam using a hot wire and a printed section 
of the wing at 1:1 scale. The final shaping of the core is done using sandpaper of varying grit to 
smooth the shape. The finished shape should be as smooth as possible with no uneven surfaces. 
If there are any rough spots on the finished shape, this will affect the behaviour of the wing 
once in the water.
111.5.1.3 Stratification:
The next stage is called the stratification and involves covering the core with a layer of 
polyester resin and glass fibres. Once the resin and the catalyst are mixed in the correct ratios 
(according to the manufacturer’s instructions), there is only around 20 minutes to complete this 
job. When the first layer of resin is applied, fibre mat are laid directly on the resin. Once the 
fibre is in position, a roller is used to impregnate the fibre with the resin and remove any 
trapped air. To get the required thickness, several layers of polyester resin and fibre are
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applied. A t the end, to ensure a perfect finish a last layer o f  gel-coast should be applied and 
smoothed using sand paper.
Composite 
material
Figure SO model wing section
IV. TESTS
I V . 1  T e s t s  CONDITIONS:
Acceleration: 1 m/s2 
Steady velocities:2m/s 
Tim e o f  steady velocities : 3s 
Deceleration: lm /s2 
Depth position:
Stage 01 free flow situation: Distance to the bottom: 233 mm
Distance to the surface: 667mm  
Stage 02 ground effect flow situation: Distance to the bottom: 33mm
Distance to the surface: 667mm
Core (Foam)
Core (Foam) *  * * *
# 1
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Ground effect situation Free water situation
-+<  - -   ■>
Figure 81 Testing situation display
IV. 2 TESTRESULTS
NACA 0025 Foil motion
Figure 82 NACA 0025 test display 
On free water situation, the foil is stable and flying with a sensibly nil angle of attack
On ground effect situation, the foil is moving with an angle of attack sensibly positive, which 
mean that the tail of the foil had been sucked to the ground. Those results confirm the 
simulation done previously with Ansys.
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Diamond shape
Foil motion
Figure 83 Diamond shape test display
On free water situation, the foil is stable and flying with a close to nil angle of attack
On ground effect situation, the foil is moving with an angle attack slightly positive, which 
mean that the tail of the foil had been sucked to the ground. Those results are according to the 
simulation done previously with Ansys
Reverse NACA 0025
Foil motion
Figure 84 Reversed NACA 0025 test display
On free water situation, the foil is stable and flying with a close to nil angle of attack
On ground effect situation, the tail of the foil is rising at the beginning, then the movement is 
not stable any more and the tail goes up and down. This could be due to different effects, tail 
turbulences or appearance of negative lift due to temporary negative angle of attack at top tail 
position. Those results confirm the simulation done previously with Ansys however it is 
obvious that other factors influence the dynamic of the wing in ground effect situation.
From the previous experimental tests it can be concluded that the “reverse NACA” section is 
the most promising shape of all the shapes studied. During the experimental tests, this wing 
section was the only one able to stay away from the ground.
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CONCLUSION
The objectives is to develop a towed underwater vehicle, able to fly at constant distance from 
the sea bed, cheap to produce, maintain and run. The aim of this study was to establish the 
feasibility of such a vehicle, and create a conceptual design of a wing able to fly at a constant 
distance from the sea bed.
Available underwater vehicles are controlled in three dimensions using directional wing and 
variable buoyancy.
CONCLUSIONS REACHED
This study showed that a ballast solution is not suitable to control a close-ground towed vehicle 
able to avoid obstacles. The amount of water needed to expect an efficient control system of 
the device is much greater that the space available in the towed vehicle.
It was also shown that a directional wing solution, using the angle of attack to create a lift is 
more realistic than the ballast system. However, this design would need to be driven by a close 
loop control system including: sonar to constantly measure the vehicle-seafloor distance, 
flapper wing or rotation wings activated by motor to create the lift and raise the vehicle. A PLC 
controller would be needed to manage the system. Therefore directional wing solution induce a 
high manufacturing, maintaining and running cost for the only driving function of the vehicle.
None of the existing submarine products are using ground effect to fly over the sea bed. A 
CFD analysis and experimental testing were conducted on wing models to study the feasibility 
of such a vehicle.
From the CFD analysis and the experimental tests, the following observations were made:
• The proximity of ground has an influence on the pressure distribution around the wing.
• The shape of the wing has an important influence on the ability to lift the wing on close 
ground configuration.
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• Sections having an increase of thickness over the longest portion of the chord are more 
suitable to create a ground effect lift.
• The “reverse NACA” section is the most promising shape of this studies. During the 
experimental tests, this wing section was the only one able to stay away from the 
ground. Afterward the movement became unstable, this could be due to different effects 
such as tail turbulences or appearance of negative lift due to temporary negative angle 
of attack at top tail position
This study showed that the concept of ground effect, which has never really been studied for 
underwater applications, is realistic solution to optimise the efficiency and cost of continental 
shelf survey.
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
• It was observed in CFD simulation and testing that the turbulence have an influence on 
the flying stability of the wing. Therefore further research much be done to optimised 
the tail shape of the wing to avoid turbulence.
• Also the test condition done with a wing / trolley linkage, allowing only one of free 
degree of rotation of the wing around the horizontal axis, must be developed to free the 
model on vertical translation. Therefore, further study must be done to design linkage 
able to give more freedom to the wing.
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Appendix A
THE LEAST SQUARES METHOD a AND (3 CALCULATION
C lear[p , area, cd , curve, v , f in a lv e lo c ity ,  ta b le , l in e ]
p .  1025;
area»  1 .5 x 0 .5 0 ;
c d .  1.1667;
curve » — x p x a r e a x c d x r ;
2
f in a lv e lo c ity  •  0.15;
ta b le  • Table [{v , cu rv e), (v ,  0 , f in a l  v e lo c ity ,  0 .0 3 }];  
l in e  » F it  [ta b le , (1 , v>, v]
P lo t [{curve, l i n e ) ,  {v , 0 , f in a l  v e lo c ity ) ] ;
- 1.34535 +  67.2675 V
- 0.595017 +  44.6263 V
F o r c c  [H ]
Figure A-l: Graphic of the drag and the line for V= 0.10 m/s
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Appendix B
SIMULATION BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Inertia load options
Acceleration uector 
Angular uelocity uector
Angular acceleration uector
Reference coord, system origin 
Angular uelocity uector
Angular acceleration uector
Inertia relief 
LIST CONSTRAINTS ON ALL SELECTED LINES
GLOBAL CARTESIAN COMPONENTS ARE: 
B.aooo -9 .8 2 0 8  8 .8888
GLOBAL CARTESIAN COWONENTS ARE: 
8 .0800  8 .8 8 8 8  8 .8800
SPIN SOFTENING NOT ACTIUATED 
GLOBAL CARTESIAN COMPONENTS ARE:
ORIGIN - 0 .8880  0 .8000  0 .0880
REFERENCE COORDINATE COHPONENTS ARE: 
0 .0800  0 .0888  0 .0008
REFERENCE COORDINATE COHPONENTS ARE: 
0 .8000  8 .0088  (
NO INERTIA RELIEF
LINE
1
1
2
2
3
3 
1»
4
5
5
6 
6
LOAD LABEL 
UX 
UV 
UX 
UV 
UX 
UV 
UX 
UV 
UX 
UV 
UX 
UV
UALUE(S)
2.0000
NAREA
2.1 
0.0000 
2 .0 0 0 0  
0.0000 
2 .0 0 0 0  
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
1 . 0 0 0 0  
1.1 
1.1 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1 . 0 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0 0  
1.0000 
1.0000  
1.0000
0
0
0
0
0
0
B-l
Appendix C
SIM ULATION M E SH IN G  D ISPLA Y
c-i
RESULTS SYNTHESES OF FOILS CLOSE TO THE GROUND
______________________________________________________________________Appendix E
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Appendix F
LIFT DIAGRAMS
N a c a  002 5  o n  g r o u n d  e f f e c t
rev naca0025 lift ground effect
upper surface 
under surface 
LIFT
■upper surface 
- under surface 
LIFT
8000
6000
4000
2000
0
-2000
-4000
-6000
c h o r d  p o in t
Appendix F
L o z e n g e  5 0 0 x 1 0 0  lift
H a l f - L o z e n g e  lift
 TOP
 BOTTOM :
- BOTTOM : 
TOP
c h o r d  p o in t
F-2
Appendix G
TURBULENCE STUDY
Foil 05: half diamond half ellipse section:
A N S 1* S
I • - y
Foil 06: reverse NACA 0025:
Foil 08: HALF diamond section:
G-l
Appendix H
TOWING TANK 2D DRAWING
i-i
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Appendix I
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INVERTER
1-1
ALTIVAR 28 Quick Reference Guide
Keypad Operation & Reference
Using the Keypad Display
Goes to the next menu or 
parameter, or decreases 
the displayed value
4 seven-segment displays
Enters a menu or a 
parameter, or saves 
the displayed 
parameter or value
Exits a menu or parameter, 
or aborts the displayed value 
to return b  the previous 
value in the memory
Red LED; powered up 
(DC bus voltage)
Returns to the 
previous menu or 
parameter, or 
increases the 
displayed value
Menu 1 -  Adjustment Menu ( s e t )
Parameter Code
Factory
Setting
Speed Reference via the Display Modulo L F r
PI Reference r  P  1 0,0
Direction of Operation 
Äcceloraiion’ nmci ie
Dec'éteratenTíma
' P J .-
R C  C "3 SBC
Deceleration
d E  Cacj
d £ ê
Í  sec T sk 
5 sec Oil,’
Highspeed H S P m :  -
Motor Full Load Curiem (protection) I t  H ! " )
o p _______
STia compensatio n ____________ ____
: rànuency Loop Bain ~
DC Injection Braking Current 
DC Injection Braülño TfFne a tS tan iTsiill 
froquoncy 
Jog Frequency __
PÏ Regulator'ProporlíonálGaiñ’
PI Regulator Integral Gain 
PIFêedbâ'cü Mullroiicatlon CôeTficîérft
u f  •
S t. P
F L O
0 0-5C fH z
"SS---------
I d c
k dC 
J P F
PI Regulate! Reverse Coefficient 
Preset Speed 2nd 
Preset Speed 3rd 
Preset Speed 4:h 
Preset SpeetT 5th 
Preset Speed 6 'ii 
Preset Jpeed 7t_h
. J O Ç
_ r  PC,  
r  T £  
r b S  
P 1C
ÓTTñ 
Ú.5 sec
10 Ili
t s —
3 PS_
X __
no
10 Hi
S P  3"sp v T5 H i
5 P 5
¿OUT 
>5  H i
Frequency Thféshold where R2 Closes 
Current Th.-eshc.'ii where R? Citises 
MotorTffeTmat wffefê R2 Closes •
; lJ Opeutio:' Time
Menu 2 -  Drive Menu ( 0  r  C )
Parameter
Nominal Motor Volage 
Nominal Motor Frequency 
Auto-tuning
Maximum Output Fiëqüéncy 
Typs oTVo’lls/Hz Ratio 
Automatic Ramp Modification 'o i Decel 
Wternate Anftet'MnjpTrequercy 
Carrier Switching Frequency 
Random Carrier FrequencyModulation 
Automatic Eés tà rV _ _
.-■’ able Output'Phase Failure Fault 
f a i l le  linn'Supply Phase Failure Fault 
Controlled Stop on Loss of Line'Suppiy 
Friable Smooth Restart âftefFàuli
S P 6 
S P  1
30 H j 
35 Hz
»'Factory Settings 
Menu 3 - 1 /0  Menu ( / -  0 )
Parameter _____
F t d  .___ {Dm
C b d  t.5fn
1 1  d  100%
t  L 5 0
Code
Factory
Setting
U  n  S 230«  60V
F  r  S 50/60 H2
t  U n 00
k  F r m ? \ h .
F k n
b r  R YES
F r  k Ú H i
5 F  r -4 .(L
n  r  d YES
FI k r no
O P  L YES
I P L YES
5 k P no
F L r no
d  r  n no
S d S -20.
Control Strategy ContigurationJ2-w ire/3^virei
2-Wire Control
3-Wire Control
TTs
Code
b C C
<?C
no
Factory
Setting
_2G____
Presence ofXocarCoriti oi Option"
3 C
O P k
tnjiDie lor biarusiop ustng Hemoie i/isoia^r___
toflícTñpui ÍUssÍQíiment
L I L
i  i e rrS
lo g ic  Input 3 Assignment t. 13 PS2
Cogic ln p u l4  Assignment i  ( 4 PS4
Mot Assigned r t  a
^Reverse Rotation r  r  5
-Ramp Sv/ItcWhg r P e
U  The pa ram e te rs  in co lo red  boxes a p pea r i f  the co rrespo nd ing  
func tions  ha ve  been co n fig u re d  in  the d c r o r  I/O  m enus.
Electrical equ ipm ent s h o u ld  be serviced o n ly  b y  qualified  personnel. N o  responsibility Is 
assum ed b y  S chn eider E lectric  fo r  a n y  consequences aris ing o ut o f  th e  u se  o f  Oils 
material. This docum en t la  n o t In tended  as  a n  Instruction m an u a l fo r untra ined persons.
Access to Menus
1st power-up after factory configuration
Access to Parameters
5 F t  -
ENT
ESC
- y y y
_L
a i
Value or assignment
-  uuu
ESC
1 0 0
T t  *  t  ESC
1 ftesr- 
(snvo)
IO I EOT 1 0  I
Wext parameler
Menu 3 -  i/0 Menu ( l - O )  continued 
Parameter Code
Factory
Selling
Jog Operation J O Ù
2 Preset Speeds P S P
4 Preset Speeds P  5  4
8 Preset Speeds P S 0
Freewheel Stop n S t
DC Injection Brating 
Fast Stop
d C  1
F S k
ESC
~ F a 3 T fR c s c t  ---------- ------------------------
Analog Speed Reference Switching 
Analog Input Assignment o f 2nd Input 
Hot Assumed
Summing w iilTAi r ~  _____________
'  PI' R ig  ulator Feedback, s'etpoim = parameter rPi_
PI Regulator Feedback, se'tpoini -  AH 
Minimum Value on Analog Current lnput 
Maximum Value on Analog Current Input
tarn
Not Ass[gnòd_____________________
HotoTCurrenl 
Motor Freq'uifncy_
Mòtòi Torque 
Du ve P6v/er Supplied 
Assignrnen't'ofOffss! lo r AnalogDutput
Assignment ol R2 Relay _________
HoTAssigiiej'
f  L a
r 5  k 
r  F  C 
R  1C
n  o
5 f l  ;
SAI
U ------P j f l
C r  L 
C r  H  
R Oino 
P e r  
r  F r  
0 1  0  
0  P ¿
<-1?
4 mA
20 m'A
rFr
0
SrA
Frequency.Threshold Reached F t  H
Current Threshold Reached r  t  fi _
Speed Reference Reached S r Ft
Motor Thermal Threshblf Readied t  s.fi
drive Address via Serial Link A d d 1
Serial Link Transmission Speed b  d  r 192
Menu 4  -  Display Menu [ S U P )
Parameter Code
Factory
Setting
Control Strategy Configuration (2-wire/3-wire) F r H H i
Enable for Start/Stop using Remote "Display r F r Hi
Display Calculated Value of Speed or
■proiucTidn Rale (rFTX SoST S P d A
Display Motor Current L C r % .
Display'Motor Power D P r V
Display Line Voltage U L  n %.
Display Drive Controller Thermal'State
j H f .
Display UasiTauTf
Ji.b .çL
Disprâyïïriuë'Con lio te r Soflware Version-
L L k .
Acccss Code Protection 
Display o f  Controller Status
C P U
S B d.
Document Number 8806H00102
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Schneider Electric
